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Abstract
We consider a generic scenario of spontaneous breaking of supersymmetry in the
hidden sector within N = 1 supersymmetric orientifold compactifications of type II
string theories with D-branes that support semi-realistic chiral gauge theories. The
soft breaking terms in the visible sector of the models are computed in a standard
way without specifying the breaking mechanism, which leads to expressions that
generalize those formerly known for heterotic or type I string models. The elements
of the effective tree level supergravity action relevant for this, such as the Ka¨hler
metric for the matter fields, the superpotential of the visible sector and the gauge
kinetic functions, are specified by dimensional reduction and duality arguments.
As phenomenological applications we argue that gauge coupling unification can
only occur in special regions of the moduli space; we show that flavor changing
neutral currents can be suppressed sufficiently for a wide range of parameters, and
we briefly address the issues of CP violation, electric dipole moments and dark
matter, as well.
1e-mail: kors@lns.mit.edu
2e-mail: nath@neu.edu
1 Introduction
String theory has produced a variety of approaches to construct models that come
rather close to the qualitative features of low energy particle physics. While the
first such models were based on the heterotic string [1], the advent of D-branes
has allowed for a broader perspective and more direct bottom-up attempts to
meet the desired gauge group, chiral matter spectrum etc. An approach that is
maybe distinguished by its computability and simplicity together with very appeal-
ing phenomenological possibilities is that of type IIA orientifold compactifications
(see [2] for a general review) on Calabi-Yau (CY) manifolds with intersecting D6-
branes. It can produce a plethora of models with finite effective four-dimensional
Planck-scale, with N = 1 supersymmetry in four dimensions, gauge groups that
include or consist of products of unitary groups, and chiral fermionic matter in
the form of bifundamental representations - all the ingredients the supersymmetric
extensions of the Standard Model (we shall often just refer to the MSSM) need
[3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18]. The first semi-realistic super-
symmetric models that come close to the MSSM spectrum and gauge group were
presented in [12, 13], which we will frequently refer to as prominent examples.1
A point of contact between string models and testable physics comes from the
soft breaking terms and we will follow here the hidden sector scenarios of SUGRA
models in deducing these [20, 21, 22, 23].
In a first approach the attention in intersecting brane models has been concen-
trated on models which break supersymmtry already at the string scale [24, 25, 26,
27, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32], and may thus be considered phenomenologically relevant
only in the framework of low string scale or large extra dimension scenarios [33, 34].
This is mainly due to the fact that supersymmetry imposes extra conditions, as it
turnes out conditions that correspond to the vanishing of Fayet-Iliopolous-terms
in the effective theory [35, 36, 14]. These make it much harder to construct in-
teresting models in an economical fashion, but some progress has been made, see
e.g. [37, 38, 39, 40, 41, 42]. Of course, this also leaves the question open, how
supersymmetry gets finally broken in these models. Circumventing this question
for the moment, we examine the consequences of a rather generic scenario where
a hidden sector breaks supersymmtry in some unspecified fashion. To do so, we
shall have to determine various elements of the effective four-dimensional low en-
ergy Lagrangian, such as parts of the Ka¨hler potential, the superpotential, gauge
kinetic functions etc. We do this partly by direct dimensional reduction and partly
by invoking the perturbative duality between the type I and heterotic string in four
dimensions. Ultimately, the goal of this program is to put the phenomenological
models based on type I strings and D-branes on the same footing with heterotic
1An extensive review of the CY-orbifold models with intersecting D-branes, that contains a
more complete introduction and nice illustrations has recently appeared in [19].
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models studied in the past.
Concretely, we assume the model to contain two sectors, a visible sector that
contains at least the MSSM matter fields, and one or more hidden sectors left un-
specified. Supersymmetry is then assumed to be broken in a fashion that is stan-
dard in supergravity models (see [43, 44, 45] and references therein): through some
unknown, possibly non-perturbative, mechanism in the hidden sector a potential is
generated at some intermediate scale, usually taken to be around Msb ∼ 1013GeV,
and supersymmetry breaks down spontaneously. This induces explicit but soft
breaking in the visible sector. As an example, in [46] the possibility of gaugino
condensation in the hidden sector was considered,2 but in principle one may also
want to allow mechanisms that are not based on the dynamics of gauge fields and
thus do not involve further hidden D-branes. An alternative example could be
background fluxes that generate a perturbative scalar potential. We shall in fact
leave the concrete breaking mechanism open, much in the spirit of [45], and only
parametrize the breaking. We then compute the soft breaking parameters and dis-
cuss various issues that arise. There are many phenomenological restrictions that
apply to the soft breaking terms in the effective action, and just to show this in
some examples, we discuss the issues of flavor changing neutral currents (FCNC),
CP violation, electric dipole moments (EDM), and dark matter. We also look at
the perspectives to achieve a unification of gauge couplings in these models (see
e.g. [42, 47, 48]), in order to derive constraints on the moduli space for the gauge
coupling unification to occur. We find that it requires rather special conditions on
the moduli to be fulfilled and is not generic.
We begin with a technical remark on the practical formulation of the models:
The more intuitive type IIA version of the models describes them as orientifolds
of type IIA with D6-branes and orientifold 6-planes (O6-planes), filling out 3+1
dimensional Minkowski space-time and wrapping internal 3-manifolds. The in-
tersection of these branes contain chiral fermionsin bifundamental representations
allowing one to attempt Standard Model like constructions. These models are thus
apporiately called the intersecting brane models. However, for our purposes it will
be very helpful to rephrase the construction in terms of a type IIB orientifold with
magnetic background fields on D9-branes (as in most of the original early works as
[49, 7, 28]). The physics of the two pictures is identical, since both are related by a
simple T-duality along three directions of the internal space, actually mirror sym-
metry. The advantage of the latter formulation lies in the fact that it can directly
be understood as a compactification of type I string theory only including back-
ground fluxes for the Yang-Mills field strengths on the D9-brane world volumes.
2Actually, [46] relied on slightly different assumptions about the breaking patterns and the
moduli sector, which e.g. lead to a large negative cosmological constant. This does not necessarily
appear in our more complete treatment.
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This allows to determine various quantities either by dimensional reduction from
known ten-dimensional type I expressions or from heterotic-type I duality. In the
main text we shall refer to the two pictures as type IIA and type IIB versions and
frequently employ both points of view interchangeably, since they are ultimately
equivalent and hope that this will not confuse the reader.
The complete picture that we put forward consists of the following elements:
We compactify type I strings on a CY-orbifold space (type IIB version), add mag-
netic world volume fluxes, which introduces a new mass scale, and finally break
supersymmetry spontaneously at the breaking scale Msb. The effective action
which is obtained thereafter in principle implies that we have integrated out the
massive string excitations, the massive Kaluza-Klein (KK) modes, those fields that
get massive upon introducing the magnetic flux, and finally the hidden sector fields
that decouple when supersymmetry is broken. The four relevant mass scales are
given by the string scale Ms, the KK scale 1/R, with R an average radius, the
magnetic flux scale 1/(MsR
2) [50], and the breaking scale Msb. For a space that
is not “isotropic” it could also become necessary to include various different KK
scales, such as for large transverse volume models. Since we are working in the
supergravity approximation of large R, the splitting
Ms ≫ 1
R
≫ 1
MsR2
≫ 1TeV (1)
is automatically implied for the self-consistency of the expansion of the effective
action in derivatives. On the other hand, supersymmetry could be broken either
below or above 1/(MsR
2). The relevance of Eq.(1) for writing an effective action
lies in the fact that it allows to treat the effects of the world volume fluxes as rather
small perturbations of the background geometry, the solution to the vacuum equa-
tions of motion without fluxes. It would of course be very interesting, if one could
go beyond this approximation in some controllable manner, but we shall stick to
the “probe limit” in the following, neglecting any backreaction on the geometry.
Before going into a detailed disucussion of the analysis, we describe below the
main results of this paper. In previous works on intersecting brane models the
Kahler potential of models has not been fully specified. In this paper this poten-
tial is obtained and Eqs.(47) and (57) constitute two of the important results of
this paper. This potential is then utilized to compute soft breaking for a generic
class of D brane models. The soft breaking formula obtained in the paper are gen-
eral and encompass a large class of D brane models and thus have a wide range of
applicability. Remarkably the full information on soft breaking in these formulae is
encoded in only a few indices which are determined in terms of the wrapping num-
bers. As a check on our results it is shown that the formula obtained reproduce
the previouslly known results for soft breaking in the parallel brane case under
specific limiting conditions. Further, an application of the general formulae for a
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specific intersecting D brane model involving D9 branes and D5 brane which con-
tains perturbative, nonperturbative and interpolating sectors is also made. Thus
the soft breaking formulae given in Sec.4 encode information on soft breaking on a
variety of D brane models. Further, a variety of other phenomena associated with
intersecting D brane models are also discussed. Thus a significant question in D
brane models centers around unification of gauge coupling constants. This issue
has been addressed in the context of specific models in several recent papers. In
this paper we show that the unification of gauge couplings is intimately tied to the
constraints on the moduli needed to achieve N = 1 supersymmetry in intersecting
D brane models. The new results of the paper are contained in Secs. 3, 4 and 5
and in Appendix A.
Next we compare and constrast the main results achieved in this paper with
those of the heterotic strings. Concretely, we will derive formulas for the Ka¨hler
metric of the open string fields with ends on the various stacks of D-branes, labelled
by letters a, b, which turn out as
K˜[aa]mm¯ =
1
(s+ s¯)(tm + t¯m¯)(um + u¯m¯)
4ℜ(fa)
1 + ∆
(m)
a
,
K˜[ab]
αβ¯
= δαβ¯(s+ s¯)
νab/2−1
3∏
m=1
(tm + t¯m¯)
ν
(m)
ab
−νab/2
3∏
m=1
(um + u¯m¯)
ν
(m)
ab
−νab/2 .
Here {s, tm, um} are the moduli fields, fa gauge kinetic functions, ∆(m)a some func-
tion of the moduli, and νab numerical parameters. These two expressions are cearly
distinguished from any Ka¨hler metric known formerly for heterotic or type I com-
pactifications. The first line refers to the m-component of open strings with both
ends on the brane stack a, and it generalizes the known metric for untwisted het-
erotic fields, which reads
K˜hetmm¯ =
1
(tm + t¯m¯)(um + u¯m¯)
,
while the limit 4ℜ(fa)/(1 + ∆(m)a ) = (s + s¯) in which it reduces to this expression
corresponds to a non-chiral limit of the D-brane models. The second line stands
for open strings that connect branes a and b. It has strong resemblence to twisted
heterotic fields, but is as well clearly identified by the appearance of the dilaton
s + s¯ in the Ka¨hler metric, which is impossible for the heterotic string. So for
instance, a scenario of total dilaton dominance in the soft breaking, which leads
to great simplification for heterotic models, is by far not as simple in the present
class of D-brane compactifications. To make the above expressions practically use-
ful, we further compute the soft breaking terms, where the novel Ka¨hler metric
leads to some new effects, such as for example “interference effects” of various
moduli fields in the squark masses. In any case, our formulas allow a straight-
forward phenomenological interpretation for any brane model of the present type,
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just plugging in the parameters that characterize the particular model. The well-
known phenomenological consequences of the soft breaking terms in the effective
Lagrangian lead finally to restrictions on these parameters in order not to be in
contradiction with current experimental bounds, which we exemplify by analyzing
the appearance of falvour changing neutral currents. As a by product, we also
give a systematic discussion of the perspectives to achieve a unification of gauge
couplings, which turns out to be completely different approach than for the het-
erotic string once more, where it was rather automatic to achieve grand unification.
The organization of the paper is as follows: In section 2 we give an introduction
to the relevant aspects of orientifolds with intersecting branes or branes with mag-
netic world volume fluxes, which we (not quite successfully) tried to keep short,
and also introduce our conventions and notations for the effective Lagrangian. In
section 3 we determine the necessary ingredients for using the effective action, parts
of the Ka¨hler potential, the superpotential, D-terms and FI parameters, as well as
axionic couplings within Stu¨ckelberg mass terms. In section 4 we use these to com-
pute the soft breaking terms in a rather straightforward manner, and discuss some
implications. Finally, in section 5 we address the mentioned phenomenological
issues, applying the expressions for the soft breaking terms.
2 Intersecting brane models on CY-orbifolds
We first like to specify the type of model we are considering and set up some nota-
tions and conventions. The reader who is familiar with the literature on intersecting
brane models may even want to skip the section.
2.1 Definition of the class of models
Specifically, we are discussing toroidal CY-orbifold compactifications of type I
string theory, or CY-orientifolds of type IIA, the latter version featuring D6-branes
that intersect each other in points on an internal six-dimensional space [35]. These
models are known as intersecting brane world orbifolds. Their massless chiral
fermion spectra can be engineered to match the Standard Model spectrum or that
of grand unified theories. We shall actually concentrate on models that allow vacua
that preserve exactly N = 1 supersymmetry in the effective four-dimensional
action. The examples discussed explicitly in the literature have orbifold groups
Z2 × Z2 [13], Z4 [15], or Z4 × Z2 [16], but all groups of even order are believed to
allow supersymmetric vacua (based on the observation of [28]).3 As mentioned in
3There has also been a simplified “local” approach to supersymmetric model building, that
consists in relaxing the tadpole constraints, which we mention later, and just constructing a
supersymmetric subsector of the whole model to produce the supersymmetric Standard Model,
e.g. recently in [51]. The full model would however violate supersymmetry in these settings
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the introduction, we will not be directly using the language of intersecting brane
models as type IIA orientifolds, but a T-dual description in the form of general-
ized orientifolds of type IIB string theory. The main modification compared to
standard orientifolds [2] then consists in allowing for non-trivial background fields
on the world volume of the D-branes by including constant background values
for gauge field strengths F . Roughly speaking, T-duality relates the background
gauge fields to the relative angles ϕ among intersecting D6-branes in the type IIA
intersecting brane model by a formula symbolically F = tan(ϕ).
The full orientifold group {ΩRΘk,Θl}k,l∈ZN , that is divided out of the type
IIA theory version of the scenario is given by the generator Θ of a the standard
ZN (or by two generators Θi in ZN × ZM , i = 1, 2) toroidal orbifold group with
crystallographic action on the background torus T6 [52, 53], and by the modified
world sheet parity ΩR. We assume the background torus to factorize into T6 =
(T2)3, so that the internal metric G splits into
G = diag(G(1), G(2), G(3)) , (2)
with each G(m) defining a 2 × 2 metric on T2m, m = 1, 2, 3. This ansatz excludes
{Z3,Z4,Z′6} from our analysis, which do have off-diagonal moduli. We denote the
co-ordinates in the three complex planes by zm = (ix2m−1 + Umx2m)/
√
2 and the
standard complex moduli of any one of the three T2m by
Tm = vol(T
2
m)−i
∫
T2m
B2 =
√
G(m)−ib(m) , Um = −iR
(m)
2
R
(m)
1
eiϑ
(m)
=
√
G(m) − iG(m)12
G
(m)
11
.
(3)
The slightly unconventional factor of −i in the definition of the complex structure
is introduced to make conventions compatible with [54].4 The Tm and Um capture
the two radii R
(m)
i and the tilting angle ϑ
(m) as well as the component of the
NSNS 2-form B-field B
(m)
12 = b
(m) along the respective torus. For the metric of
the four-dimensional space-time we use gµν , reserving indices gij = Gij for internal
components. In terms of the moduli parameters the metric G is expressed through
the zwei-bein
e1a = (R1, 0)a , e2a = (R2 cos(ϑ), R2 sin(ϑ))a (4)
as G
(m)
ij = δ
abeiaejb, or
G
(m)
ij =
ℜ(Tm)
ℜ(Um)
(
1 −ℑ(Um)
−ℑ(Um) |U |2
)
ij
(5)
without the orbifold.
4The mapping of coordinates actually is x = −ix′, y = iy′, U = −iU ′, the primed quantities
referring to the standard torus conventions.
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With these conventions the operation R that appears in ΩR can be taken the re-
flection of the real parts of the complex coordinates zm along T
2
m, R : zm 7→ −z¯m.
The T-duality that translates this scenario into the more standard type I language,
the type IIB version, is an inversion of the radii R
(m)
1 (actually the mirror symmetry
transformation) and takes ΩR 7→ Ω and Θ 7→ Θˆ, the latter being an asymmetric
rotation that rotates left- and right-moving world sheet fields with opposite phases
[49]. The duality also swaps the moduli, Um 7→ Tm, Tm 7→ Um. Therefore, when-
ever the requirement to have a crystallographic action of Θi has fixed the complex
structure modulus Um of the type IIA background, Θˆi now fixes the corresponding
Ka¨hler parameter Tm in type IIB. Note that we will not use different notation for
the type IIA and type IIB moduli, and our later notations will always refer to
the type IIB version. The above implies that the dual model is an asymmetric
orientifold which is mirror symmetric to the type IIA model and thus has swapped
numbers of complex structure and Ka¨hler moduli fields in its spectrum. For the
untwisted fields, this means we are dealing with models that have the generic 3
complex structure moduli Um and 0, 1 or 3 Ka¨hler moduli Tm, the latter case re-
ferring to Z2 ×Z2 (see [55] for a list of orbifold moduli spaces). Note also that the
imaginary parts of the Tm are fixed through the orientifold projection Ω anyway
such that b(m) = 0 or 1/2 [56, 28]. The axionic imaginary parts of the scalar fields
s and tm in the chiral multiplets are in fact RR scalars that descend from reducing
the RR potentials C2 or C6 instead of B2 [36].
It has been shown that supersymmetric ground states in the effective theory
require the presence of orientifold 9-planes (O9-planes) together with O5-planes in
order to be able to achieve complete tadpole cancellation. This is possible when-
ever the order of the orbifold group generators is even, and the most interest has
by now been paid to the simplest example of the Z2×Z2 model [13]. As mentioned
above, this case is the most generic one in the sense that we will have to deal
with completely generic T2m each with non-trivial complex structure and Ka¨hler
modulus.
In the type IIA picture the intersecting brane scenario was established by notic-
ing that the charges and the tensions of the orientifold 6-planes, defined as the fixed
locus of ΩR on the orbifold, could be canceled by D6-branes which wrap on circles
on any of the three T2m and fill out the four-dimensional Minkowski space-time [24].
On any such two torus a stack of 2Na parallel D6a-branes (a line) is defined by a
set of two co-prime integers (n
(m)
a , m¯
(m)
a ), allowing (1, 0) and (0, 1) but no multiples
thereof, denoting the lattice point which they meet, if drawn from the origin. The
gauge group for the orbifold group Z2 × Z2 is given by
H =
⊗
a
U(Na) , (6)
with some U(1) factors decoupling through axionic Green-Schwarz type couplings,
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and neglecting the option of orthogonal and symplectic gauge group factors. The
primordial gauge group U(2Na) on 2Na brane is broken by the orientifold projec-
tion, which can be demonstrated by regarding Na = 1 without loss of generality
[57]. First of all, the effect of ΩR is to identify the stack of branes with wind-
ing numbers (n
(m)
a , m¯
(m)
a ) with the stack (n
(m)
a ,−m¯(m)a ) and leaves the full U(2).
Choosing a basis of the adjoint by using σ0 = 12, and σ
A, A = 1, 2, 3, the Pauli-
matrices, strings with both ends on either one of the branes can be identified with
the component (σ0 ± σ3)/2 while open strings between the two are in the direc-
tions σ1,2. Now one generator of Z2 × Z2 projects out the components σ1,2 of the
gauge bosons AAµσ
A and the other one identifies the two (σ0 ± σ3)/2, such that
one is left with a single U(1)a gauge factor. The most general solution is obtained
by tensor products of these Chan-Paton matrices [57]. For fields ΦAσA that have
opposite space-time parity under the generators of Z2 × Z2, i.e. Θi : ΦA 7→ −ΦA,
exactly the opposite mapping applies and bifundamental fields of different gauge
factors can survive in the spectrum. The same reasoning can also be applied to the
Z2 ×Z4 orbifold, while the patterns for Z4 would be slightly different. As stressed
in [14], the projection on the Chan-Paton factors has a geometric interpretation in
the blown-up version of the orbifolds. One should also mention that it is in fact
possible to get SO(Na) and Sp(Na) gauge groups, which have played a role in some
applications [42, 47, 48]. For our purposes it will mostly suffice to treat the stacks
of branes as supporting the factors of H , and the bifundamental part of the chiral
matter spectrum given by their intersection numbers
Iab =
3∏
m=1
(
n(m)a m
(m)
b − n(m)b m(m)a
)
, (7)
where m
(m)
a = m¯
(m)
a + b(m)n
(m)
a . The realization of the Standard Model spec-
trum needs at least four different stacks of branes with primordial gauge group
U(3)×U(2)×U(1)×U(1). The three generations of all the matter fields, quarks and
leptons, can arise from multiple intersections of the same two stacks, respectively,
except for the quark doublets, which split into two plus one from two different
types of intersections in a minimal setting [29]. Beyond the bifundamental matter
there are also chiral multiplets in symmetric and anti-symmetric representations,
which are often completely ignored in a somewhat inconsistent manner. For a more
complete treatment of this and the other models we refer to the original literature.
In the type IIB dual picture all the branes map into stacks of D9-branes (except
for certain degenerate cases, which will be dealt with later) that fill out the entire
ten-dimensional space-time but carry non-trivial background gauge flux on their
respective world volume, given by
Fa = diag(F (1)a ,F (2)a ,F (3)a ) ,
9
(F (m)a )ij =
(
b(m) +
m¯
(m)
a
n
(m)
a
)
ǫij =
m
(m)
a
n
(m)
a
ǫij = F
(m)
a ǫij , i, j = 1, 2 . (8)
The gauge flux also factorizes into 2-tori, thus Fa is a (1, 1) form in complex
notation, and the individual D9a-branes carry labels a. We have made the field
strength dimensionless by setting 2πα′ = 1, which otherwise appears multiplying
F . Through the presence of b(m) the effective quantum number m(m)a may then be
integer or half-integer. The symmetry of the brane spectrum under ΩR already
implies the cancellation of half of all the RR charges, while the remaining conditions
read
∑
a
Na
3∏
m=1
n(m)a +NO9 = 0 ,
∑
a
NaF
(1)
a F
(2)
a
3∏
m=1
n(m)a +NO53 = 0 , (9)
∑
a
NaF
(1)
a F
(3)
a
3∏
m=1
n(m)a +NO52 = 0 ,
∑
a
NaF
(2)
a F
(3)
a
3∏
m=1
n(m)a +NO51 = 0 ,
where NO9 denotes the total amount of 9-brane charge carried by O9-planes and
NO5m the 5-brane charge referring to O5-planes wrapped on the two-torus T
2
m
[24, 28, 13]. The angle variables of the dual IIA picture are defined by
ϕ(m)a = arctan
(
F
(m)
a
ℜ(Tm)
)
, (10)
which is the angle of a given stack with respect to the coordinate axis, the location
of the O6-planes. We shall employ conventions to choose all ϕ
(m)
a and also the
relative angles ϕ
(m)
ab between two stacks a and b modulo 2π in [0, 2π]. This makes
a distinction of cases n
(m)
a ≥ 0 and n(m)a ≤ 0 necessary, such that in the latter
case ϕ
(m)
a lies in [π/2, 3π/2] and in the complement otherwise. The condition for
preserving supersymmetry in any open string sector reads [35, 58]
ϕ(1)a + ϕ
(2)
a + ϕ
(3)
a = 2π . (11)
Since one can always redefine the angles by flipping the orientations of a brane
on two two-tori simultaneously, shifting the two angles by π, we have adopted
conventions such that the sum is always 2π. In terms of the magnetic background
fields Eq.(11) takes the form
3∑
m=1
F
(m)
a
ℜ(Tm) =
3∏
m=1
F
(m)
a
ℜ(Tm) . (12)
This set of conditions actually fixes generically all three Ka¨hler parameters ℜ(Tm).
If some of these are already fixed by the asymmetric orbifold projection, as hap-
pens if the group is not Z2 × Z2, it is just a further condition that necessarily has
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to be met by the gauge field background for the given ℜ(Tm). Since the number
of brane stacks in any model will at least be four, not counting the hidden sectors,
and the number of moduli which may vary to satisfy Eq.(12) is only three, the
system is already overdetermined, and thus supersymmetry in the effective action
below the mass scale induced by the fluxes should not be considered a generic
feature in orbifold models. Nevertheless interesting models can be found, and we
shall assume Eq.(12) to be fulfilled.
As opposed to the conventions of e.g. [24] we have now chosen a normalization
which is more adapted to the notation in the effective field theory where gauge
fluxes are independent of the geometric moduli, since they are quantized through
the Dirac quantization (see [59] as a useful reference). The integers now have an
interpretation of n
(m)
a denoting the winding number of the brane stack a on the
torus T2m and m
(m)
a denoting the first Chern number of its U(1)a world volume
gauge bundle. For b(m) = 0 the limiting case (n
(m)
a ,m
(m)
a ) = (1, 0) has ϕ
(m)
a = 0
and describes a “pure” D-brane wrapping T2m once and without flux, while the
degenerate case (n
(m)
a ,m
(m)
a ) = (0, 1) with ϕ
(m)
a = π/2 maps to a D-brane with
Dirichlet boundary conditions on T2m after T-duality, i.e. a point like brane of
lower dimension. This case needs actually some extra care, since F
(m)
a diverges
formally.
Since the Dirac-Born-Infeld (DBI) action is in its non-abelian version only re-
liably known to leading order in the gauge field strength, we shall actually have
to refer to the limit of weak fields eventually, which we define as F → 0. More
generally, we would favor to consider a general perturbation around an exactly
solvable orientifold background with not only D9-branes with Fa = 0 but also with
D5-branes with some components of Fa being infinite, or even more generic ratio-
nal values of F
(m)
a values as arise in the supersymmetric orientifolds constructed
e.g. in [4, 5]. This does however not appear to be feasible.
2.2 Spectrum and field theory conventions
The total massless spectrum consists of untwisted closed string fields, that include
the gravity plus untwisted moduli sector, of twisted closed string fields, localized
at fixed points of Θi, which we are mostly going to ignore throughout this paper,
and finally out of open string fields. These again split naturally into states with
both ends of the string on the same stack of brane, the gauge vector multiplets
plus some extra matter in adjoint, symmetric and anti-symmetric representations,
as well as those connecting different brane stacks in bifundamental representations,
which are supposed to involve all the fermionic matter fields of the MSSM and the
standard bifundamental Higgs fields. The former symmetric and anti-symmetric
representations come in three copies as remnants of a “would-be” N = 4 supersym-
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metric theory, which arises in this sector upon toroidal compactification without
orbifold projection, i.e. there is one complex scalar for each T2m. We then also
denote these as C
[aa]
m . For an open string between two branes at some relative
angles, the modings in the Fourier expansion of all world sheet fields are shifted by
the relative angle ϕ
(m)
ab and thus also the zero-point energy of the NS sector. The
ground state energy becomes (for angles smaller than π/2, else see [11])
E0 =
1
2
3∑
m=1
ϕ
(m)
ab −max {ϕ(1)ab , ϕ(2)ab , ϕ(3)ab } . (13)
For angles that satisfy Eq.(11) exactly one of the three components stays mass-
less, denoted C [ab], while the other two get masses of the order of the mass scale
associated to the fluxes through a D-term in the effective action [36]. For a more
complete derivation and tables that allow to compute the precise spectrum from
the winding numbers we again refer to the literature, for example [13, 14, 15, 16].
For the effective N = 1 field theory we use the following conventions and nota-
tions: The set of all fields TI , moduli and matter, is split into four-dimensional dila-
ton field s, the closed string Ka¨hler and complex structure moduli fields tm and um,
and the open string fields are denoted Cα = C
A
α λ
A, together TI ∈ {s, tm, um, Cα}.
Just to repeat, there are generically 3 um and 0, 1, or 3 tm before applying Eq.(11).
The λA span a basis of the respective representation of the gauge group H . The CAα
split into C
[aa]
m fields, which, as mentioned, transform under various representations
of the gauge group [13] and are often ignored, and C [ab], transforming as bifunda-
mental fields and represent quark and lepton, as well as Higgs field multiplets. All
gauge singlets constructed out the Cα then imply traces over gauge indices, for
instance |Cα|2 = TrCαC¯α = CAα C¯Aα , TrCαCβCγ = i2fABCCAαCBβ CCγ . The auxiliary
fields in the respective chiral multiplets are denoted F I ∈ {F s, F tm, F um}. The re-
lation between the string frame moduli parameters Tm, Um and the ten-dimensional
dilaton Φ and the fields in the effective four-dimensional Einstein-frame Lagrangian
is [60, 61]
tm+t¯m¯ = e
−Φ(Tm+T¯m¯) , um+u¯m¯ = Um+U¯m¯ , s+s¯ = e
−Φ
3∏
m=1
(Tm+T¯m¯) . (14)
The axionic fields for the imaginary parts of the fields {s, tm} are provided by
suitable components of RR-forms [36]. Concretely, a0, defined via da0 = ∗4dC2,
∗4 denoting the four-dimensional Hodge operator, is the partner of s + s¯ and the
other axions are given by certain components of C6. We split C6 = C
(m)
2 ∧ C(m)4 ,
where C
(m)
4 has components only along the two 2-tori transverse to T
2
m, i.e. C
(m)
4 ∝
dzn ∧ dz¯n¯ ∧ dzp ∧ dz¯p¯ with n, p 6= m. Then dam = ∗4dC(m)2 defines the partner am
of tm + t¯m¯ [36]. The tree-level superpotential can be written
Wtree(um, Cα) =
1
6
Yαβγ(um)CαCβCγ + · · · (15)
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and on general grounds only depends holomorphically on complex structure moduli
um in perturbative type IIB string theory [62, 63, 64, 65]. The parenthesis indicate
higher order terms. Additional contributions appear in the process of supersym-
metry breaking in the hidden sector, such as the effective superpotential that arises
by gaugino condensation. Integrating out the undetermined hidden sector a new
effective superpotential can be formulated that involves corrections toWtree. As an
example, gaugino condensation leads to an effective superpotential that depends
on the moduli through the gauge kinetic functions fa, that turn out to depend
holomorphically on s, tm in our case. The precise form of the dependence on the
matter fields relies on the structure of the Wtree above. It is obtained by setting
the Cα in Eq.(15) that belong to the hidden sector to their moduli-dependent vac-
uum expectation values. Thus the trilinear term in the visible Cα should remain
unmodified, and terms with only hidden fields will generate a contribution without
visible matter fields. The appearance of the quadratic µ-term - in this approxima-
tion - depends on the fact, if there are fields charged under both, the hidden and
the visible gauge groups, such that terms bilinear in visible Cα can be generated.
In an idealized version of our model, we would want to avoid such fields, and dis-
entangle the hidden and visible brane stacks on the internal space, such that they
communicate only gravitationally. In practice, it has however not been possible to
find such a model, and we keep the µ-term to be generic. Note, however, that we
would favor a situation without it. Together we write
Weff(TI) = Wtree(um, Cα) + Wˆ (TI) + 1
2
µαβ(TI)CαCβ + · · · . (16)
By a slight abuse of notation, the Cα now only refer to the surviving visible matter
fields. The Ka¨hlerpotential is expanded
K(TI + T¯I¯) = Kˆ(TI + T¯I¯) + K˜αβ¯(TI + T¯I¯)CαC¯β¯ + Z˜αβ(TI + T¯I¯)CαCβ + · · · (17)
and the (holomorphic) gauge kinetic functions are written fa = fa(TI), a labeling
the factors of the gauge group. D-terms D = D(Tm + T¯m, Cα, C¯α¯) and Fayet-
Iliopolous (FI) parameters, denoted ξa(tm + t¯m), may also occur. They depend
only on the real parts of the Ka¨hler moduli, due to Peccei-Quinn shift symmetries
in the imaginary parts [62, 63, 64, 65]. We shall always be working at leading
order in the matter fields Cα. The factorizable structure of the moduli space of the
background torus implies that K˜αβ¯ = K˜αδαβ¯ . The covariant derivative with respect
to K is D = ∂ + (∂K) and the Ka¨hler metric is KIJ¯ = ∂I∂J¯K. The auxiliary fields
take values FI ∝ DIWˆ and the scalar potential is given by the standard formula
[20, 66]
V (TI , T¯I¯) = eK
(
KIJ¯DIWeffD¯J¯W¯eff − 3|Weff |2
)
. (18)
The D-terms are assumed to vanish identically in the effective theory. In the
vacuum only Wˆ will contribute and the value of V is denoted by V0. The gravitino
mass is
M3/2 = e
K/2|Wˆ | . (19)
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Gaugino masses are given by
Ma =
1
2ℜ(fa)F
I∂Ifa . (20)
The soft breaking parameters are given through the effective Lagrangian
Lsoft = −m2αC ′αC¯ ′α¯ −
1
6
A0αβγY
0
αβγC
′
αC
′
βC
′
γ
−1
2
(
B0αβµ
0
αβC
′
αC
′
β + h.c.
)
+ · · · . (21)
The primes and upper indices 0 indicate that the matter fields have been canoni-
cally normalized in their kinetic terms and suitable normalization functions been
absorbed into µαβ and Yαβγ. The desired soft parameters m
2
α, A
0
αβγ, B
0
αβ are the
functions that multiply the Yukawa-couplings Y 0αβγ and the µ-parameter µ
0
αβ. They
are defined by [67]
m2α = M
2
3/2 + V0 − F IF¯ J¯∂I∂J¯ ln(K˜α) ,
A0αβγ = c¯F
I
(
∂IKˆ + ∂I ln(Yαβγ)− ∂I ln(K˜αK˜βK˜γ)
)
,
B0αβ = c¯F
I
(
∂IKˆ + ∂I ln(µαβ)− ∂I ln(K˜αK˜β)
)
+ · · · , (22)
where c¯ is some normalization that will be put in later. In leaving out additional
terms in the third line of Eq.(22) we have assumed that the term Z˜αβ in the Ka¨hler
potential vanishes, or that and all such terms are transferred to the superpotential
by a Ka¨hler transformation.
3 Elements of the effective action
The ingredients to perform explicit calculations are obviously the functions that
determine the effective Lagrangian. In order to obtain expressions for these, we
have translated the intersecting brane world scenario back into the type I lan-
guage of the IIB picture, which allows us to use dimensional reduction of standard
ten-dimensional type I expressions, and further employ the (partly) perturbative
duality to the heterotic string, whose effective action is expected to be very similar
in many respects [68, 69, 70, 71]. This would not be easily possible in the type IIA
picture with intersecting D6-branes and O6-planes. To keep formulas handy we
specialize to the case of the Z2×Z2 orbifold group, i.e. we always keep 3 tm moduli.
3.1 Kˆ, K˜[aa]
αβ¯
and fa
Before getting started let us actually cite previous expressions given for the type I
Ka¨hler potential in the presence of D9- and D5-branes. In [61] such were given for
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the case of all tori being squares, Um = 1, and B2 = 0 such that T-duality can be
used very simply to infer the terms for the three possible types of supersymmetry
preserving D5-branes wrapped on any single T2m from those of D9-branes, the latter
being taken from the perturbative heterotic result by use of [60]. The open string
fields are now denoted C
[99]
m and C
[5n5n]
m for them-component of the massless bosonic
excitation of an open string with both ends on a given 9-brane, or on a D5n-brane
wrapping T2n. Analoguously, one has C
[5m5n] and C [95m] as the massless bosonic
NS-ground state of an open string connecting two different D5-branes wrapped on
two different tori m and n or connecting a 9-brane and a 5-brane. These branes
are degenerate examples of magnetic fluxes corresponding to
D9 : (n(m)a ,m
(m)
a ) = (±1, 0) for all m ,
D5n : (n
(n)
a ,m
(n)
a ) = (±1, 0) , (n(p)a ,m(p)a ) = (0,±1) for p 6= n . (23)
The branes have to be defined with appropriate orientation so that the relative
angles work out to fulfill Eq.(11). The important point now is that a combined
T-duality along two among the three 2-tori, say all except T2n, is a symmetry of
the effective action, by exchanging D9↔ D5n and s↔ tn, tm ↔ tp for m 6= n 6= p.
The full T-duality group of the T6 will actually no longer be a symmetry of the
background.
Let us first concentrate on the fields C
[aa]
m , i.e. only regard C
[99]
m and C
[5n5n]
m .
Their metric was written
Kˆ = − ln(s+ s¯)−
3∑
m=1
ln(tm + t¯m¯) , (24)
1
2
K˜[aa]
αβ¯
C [aa]α C¯
[aa]
β¯
=
3∑
m=1
|C [99]m |2
tm + t¯m¯
+
3∑
m=1
|C [5m5m]m |2
s+ s¯
+
1
2
3∑
m,n,p=1
γmnp
|C [5m5m]n |2
tp + t¯p¯
,
using γmnp = 1 form 6= n 6= p 6= m and 0 else. Since the magnetic field background
only affects the open string fields, the first line of Eq.(24) is the standard Ka¨hler
potential for (
SU(1, 1)
U(1)
)
s
×
(
SU(1, 1)
U(1)
)3
t
, (25)
the scalar manifold of the untwisted moduli of a toroidal orbifold without um
moduli. It remains unchanged and also applies to our models. The first term in
the second line of Eq.(24) is identical to the heterotic potential for an untwisted
matter field, corresponding to(
SU(1, 1)
U(1)
)3
t
→
(
SU(1, 1 +N)
U(1)
)3
t
, (26)
and the other two follow from applying T-dualities along any two among the three
two-tori. Here N is the number of extra matter fields Cm. The role of D5-branes
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in type I vacua is unconventional if compared to the heterotic string, and partly
appears as a non-perturbative effect there. In particular, in the heterotic Ka¨hler
potential the dilaton s + s¯ does not appear in the matter metric. The above ex-
pressions will later be reproduced as special cases by our more general formulas
upon applying Eq.(23).
We now turn to computing the Ka¨hler metric for the C
[aa]
α strings from a sim-
ple direct reduction of the (abelian) Dirac-Born-Infeld (DBI) effective Lagrangian.
Since we are dealing with strings with both ends on the same brane we do not re-
ally have to invoke the full (unknown) non-abelian version of the DBI action, but
can restrict ourselves to a single stack of a single brane, if necessary. Nevertheless
we keep the formulas non-abelian. The general form for a Dp-brane labelled by a
is
SDBI = −µp Tr
∫
Wp+1a
dp+1ξ e−Φ
√
−det (P[G+B] + Fa) . (27)
The same formula measures the tension of the orientifold planes, setting the gauge
fields to zero. The pull-back to the world volume Wp+1a is trivial for p = 9, and
world volume and space-time fields and coordinates can be identified. For the
abelian case we can also just drop the trace, which contains all the non-abelian
information and problems. One only needs to take account of the multiple wrapping
of the branes when writing the integral over the world volume as an integral over
the torus. For this reason we rescale the background fields and introduce na · G
and na · Fa by
na ·G = diag(n(1)a G(1),n(2)a G(2),n(3)a G(3)) , etc. (28)
The scalar matter fields C
[aa]
α now arise as internal components of the world volume
gauge fields Aa
5 inside Fa, which split into four-dimensional scalars Aai and vectors
Aaµ. ¿From their kinetic terms we want to read off the moduli space metric. We
combine Fa +B = F˜a and write F˜a = Fa + δFa, where
(δFa)Aµν = 2∂[µAAν]a + fABCABaµACaν ,
(δFa)Aµi = DµAAai = ∂µAAai + fABCABaµACai ,
(δFa)Aij = fABCABaiACaj (29)
(now letting i, j = 1, ... , 6) contains only the fluctuations of the four-dimensional
vector fields Aaµ, and scalars Aai. Fa is the constant background in the Cartan
subalgebra, or more precisly in the U(1)a subgroup explicit in U(Na) = (SU(Na)×
U(1)a)/ZN , such that SU(Na) remains unbroken. To extract the leading terms of
5The upper capital gauge group indices will be suppressed most of the time, while the lower
index a for the brane stack is written. This is a redundant labeling anyway, since the stacks are
simultaneously counted as factors of the gauge group.
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the DBI Lagrangian in the fluctuations one uses
√
det(1 +M) = 1 +
1
2
tr(M) +
1
8
(tr(M))2 − 1
4
tr(M2) + · · · . (30)
Here the trace only refers to Lorentz indices. The kinetic terms then read
SDBI = −µ9
∫
d10x
√−g4
∑
a
√
det(na ·G+ na · Fa)e−Φ (31)
×
(
1
2
(na ·G+ na · Fa)ijgµνDµAaiDνAaj + 1
4
(δFa)µν(δFa)µν
)
+ · · ·
We use the convention that (G + Fa)ij is the inverse of (G + Fa)ij . The gauge
coupling g10 enters via
µ9 =
1
g210
(2πα′)−2 , (32)
where the extra factors 2πα′ are absorbed by rescaling the fields, and are set to 1 in
our conventions anyway. The gauge kinetic functions are defined by the prefactor
in
− ℜ(fa)
4g210
(δFa)µν(δFa)µν , (33)
and using the supersymmetry condition Eq.(11) one can show that
ℜ(fa) = e−Φ
√
det(na ·G+ na · Fa) (34)
=
1
2
n(1)a n
(2)
a n
(3)
a (s+ s¯)−
1
4
3∑
m,n,p=1
γmnpn
(m)
a m
(n)
a m
(p)
a (tm + t¯m¯) .
Under a Weyl-rescaling of the four-dimensional metric gµν the kinetic term for the
gauge field fluctuations Aaµ is invariant, such that Eq.(34) is the answer in the
Einstein frame. Together with the Chern-Simons (CS) action
SCS = µ9
∑
a
∫
W10a
d10ξ e−Fa ∧ (C2 + C6) , (35)
that contains the axionic couplings of the imaginary parts in C2 and C6, the real
part combines into the gauge kinetic function [36]
fa(s, tm) = n
(1)
a n
(2)
a n
(3)
a s−
1
2
3∑
m,n,p=1
γmnpn
(m)
a m
(n)
a m
(p)
a tm . (36)
In [72] the threshold corrections to gauge couplings have been calculated as well.
The matter metric for the Aai transforms under the Weyl-rescaling given by gµν 7→
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e2Φ
√
G
−1
gµν , that puts the gravitational Lagrangian into standard Einstein-Hilbert
form and one gets
eΦ
√
det(na ·G+ na · Fa)
det(G)
(na ·G+na ·Fa)ijsym =
2ℜ(fa)
s+ s¯
eΦ(na ·G+na ·Fa)ijsym (37)
for the proper matter metric. Using the factorization of the six-torus we specialize
to a single two-torus
eΦ
(
n(m)a G
(m) + n(m)a F (m)a
)−1
sym
=
1
1 + ∆
(m)
a
(
e−Φn(m)a G
(m)
)−1
, (38)
having defined
∆(m|np)a =
(tn + t¯n¯)(tp + t¯p¯)
(s+ s¯)(tm + t¯m¯)
(
F(m)a
)2
, ∆(m)a =
1
2
3∑
n,p=1
γmnp∆
(m|np)
a . (39)
The significance of this ∆
(m)
a is that it effectively summarizes explicit moduli de-
pendence that will appear in the soft breaking parameters. We see that the Ka¨hler
metric for any two-torus is equal to the metric on the manifold Eq.(26) only rescaled
by a factors that depends on Fa.
For the sake of comparing to Eq.(24) we specify to the simple case where all
Um = 1 and b
(m) = 0, such that 2e−Φn
(m)
a G
(m)
ij = n
(m)
a diag(tm + t¯m¯, tm + t¯m¯)ij . In
this limit we shall identify the Aa2m−1 + iAa2m with the Ka¨hler coordinates C
[aa]
m .
The D9-brane case, (n
(m)
a ,m
(m)
a ) = (1, 0) for allm, then easily reproduces the result
of Eq.(24) for the C
[99]
m fields, since 2ℜ(fa) = s + s¯ and ∆(m)a = 0. Only slightly
more challenging are the components of world volume gauge fields along 5-branes,
the C
[5m5m]
m fields, which are reproduced upon choosing (n
(m)
a ,m
(m)
a ) = (1, 0) and
(n
(p)
a ,m
(p)
a ) = (0, 1) along the other two two-tori with p 6= m. Note that then
2ℜ(fa) = tm + t¯m¯ and again ∆(m)a = 0. Thus, the metric Eq.(38) is a deformation
of the Ka¨hler metric on SU(1, 1+N)/U(1) and reduces to the standard metric upon
switching off the flux, but also knows about the heterotically non-perturbative 5-
brane sectors. As another comparison, one may easily recognize the so-called “open
string metric” of [73] in Eq.(38), which guarantees that it describes the correct KK
mass spectrum of massive excitations in the gauge field background [49], or equiv-
alently, on a non-commutative torus. That the string spectrum coincides with the
field theory approximation [74, 75] has been shown in [59, 76].
The metric for the transverse scalars of a D5-brane, the C
[5m5m]
n fields, needs
to be treated separately. It would be described by choosing (n
(m)
a ,m
(m)
a ) = (1, 0)
and (n
(p)
a ,m
(p)
a ) = (0, 1) for p 6= m as before, but then Eq.(38) vanishes. This is,
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however, not surprising since the fluctuations of the transverse scalars, denoted
Aia, of any lower-dimensional brane are not internal components of world volume
gauge fields, but enter the DBI action via the non-trivial (and non-abelian [77])
pull-back, once the brane is not ten-dimensional. By substituting
P[gµν ] = gµν +GklDµA
kDνA
l + · · · (40)
and F (m)a = 0 into Eq.(27), one finds the kinetic term
SDBI = −µ9
∫
d10x
√−g4
√
det(G)e−ΦGijg
µνDµA
i
aDνA
j
a + · · · (41)
Here it is important that the Aia = G
ijAaj are used as independent Ka¨hler coordi-
nates, not the Aai (see e.g. [77]). Therefore, the matter metric is
2ℜ(fa)
s+ s¯
e2Φ
(
e−ΦG
(m)
ij
)
=
8ℜ(fa)∏3
p=1(tp + t¯p¯)
(
e−ΦG
(m)
ij
)
. (42)
For the scalars C
[5m5m]
n we have to use (n
(m)
a ,m
(m)
a ) = (1, 0) and (n
(p)
a ,m
(p)
a ) = (0, 1)
for p 6= m as mentioned above, and via 2e−ΦG(n)ij = diag(tn + t¯n¯, tn + t¯n¯) and
2ℜ(fa) = tm+ t¯m¯ just obtain the third term of Eq.(24). The same procedure would
apply to the transverse scalars of D7-branes or D3-branes as well.
For the general dependence of the Ka¨hler metric in the presence of Um moduli
as well, we just note that
eΦ
(
G(m)
)ij
DµAiD
µAj =
4
(tm + t¯m¯)(um + u¯m¯)
|umDµA2m−1 + iDµA2m|2 ,
e−Φ
(
G(m)
)
ij
DµA
iDµAj =
tm + t¯m¯
um + u¯m¯
|iDµA2m−1 − umDµA2m|2 . (43)
Therefore, the correct Ka¨hler coordinates for the open string fields are defined by
[54, 60]
C [aa]m = umAa2m−1 + iAa2m or C
[aa]
m = iA
2m−1
a − umA2ma , (44)
for the two longitudinal components Ai of world volume vectors or the two trans-
verse scalars Ai along any T2m, respectively. This reproduces the correct Ka¨hler
metric for the moduli space(
SU(1, 1)
U(1)
)
s
×
(
SO(2, 2 +N)
SO(2)× SO(2 +N)
)3
t,u
, (45)
which is known to be correct for the orbifolds of the heterotic string [54]. The
effect of the gauge flux is merely a moduli-dependent rescaling of this metric.
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While the Ka¨hler potential for the SU(1, 1)/U(1) moduli space, K = − ln(tm +
t¯m¯ − |C [aa]m |2) + · · · does not induce holomorphic or anti-holomorphic terms like
C
[aa]
m C
[aa]
m in the effective action, the Ka¨hler potential of the more general case
SO(2, 3)/(SO(2)× SO(3)) [54]
K = − ln
(
(tm + t¯m¯)(um + u¯m¯)− 1
2
(C [aa]m + C¯
[aa]
m¯ )
2
)
+ · · · (46)
does. In other words, already in the model undeformed by magnetic flux the co-
efficients Z˜αβ in Eq.(17) are non-vanishing (even equal to the coeffcicients K˜αβ),
and thus we expect that generically these will survive in the deformed theory. To
compute their contribution in the effective potential in the same way as the metric
above from a dimensional reduction we would have to use the non-abelian DBI
action. For our present purposes, these coefficients are not so important, and we
set them to zero henceforth. They would be relevant for discussing the µ-problem,
of course, as in [67].
Since the case of Dirichlet boundary conditions for D5- or even D7- or D3-branes
is somewhat more special and one can always adapt to it easily, we henceforth
only regard branes with mixed Neumann-Dirichlet or pure Neumann boundary
conditions, i.e. D9-branes with regular gauge fluxes, to simplify the notation. Just
to collect the result of this section, the Ka¨hler potential so far reads
Kˆ(TI + T¯I¯) = − ln(s+ s¯)−
3∑
m=1
ln(tm + t¯m¯)−
3∑
m=1
ln(um + u¯m¯) , (47)
K˜[aa]mm¯(TI + T¯I¯) =
1
(s+ s¯)(tm + t¯m¯)(um + u¯m¯)
4ℜ(fa)
1 + ∆
(m)
a
with ℜ(fa) given in Eq.(34). In the weak field limit Fa → 0,
2ℜ(fa)
1 + ∆
(m)
a
= (s+ s¯) + o(Fa) , (48)
and we arrive at the metric derived from Eq.(46). While this case is well-known
from the heterotic string or type I models with only D9-branes, the full expressions
(47) is completely new and will lead to various novel effects when computing the
soft breaking terms.
3.2 Twisted open strings: K˜[ab]
αβ¯
We now turn to the Ka¨hler potential for the open strings with ends on two different
D-branes, two D9-branes with different gauge fields Fa and Fb. In the T-dual
version they stretch between two D6-branes at some non-vanishing relative angle
ϕ
(m)
ab = ϕ
(m)
a − ϕ(m)b . (49)
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They can be considered twisted open strings in the sense that the oscillator modings
of the world sheet fields are shifted by rational numbers in a fashion very reminis-
cent of twisted closed string sectors in orbifold compactifications. The zero-point
energy of the NS sector is shifted and the lowest excitation is given in Eq.(13).
Therefore, when turning on a relative rotation continuously, splitting a stack a
into two stacks b and c, two of the three massless scalars C
[aa]
mm¯ become massive and
only one survives as C [bc]. In the effective action, the massive fields are assumed
being integrated out. Unfortunately, in a compact background the deformation
cannot be done continuously for flat branes, but involves discrete jumps.
In [61] the duality to the heterotic string [79], where the metric for twisted
matter fields is known [80, 81, 55], was employed to write down a proposal for
their Ka¨hler potential in the presence of D9- and D5-branes. Since any attempt
to find the metric for these C [bc] fields directly via a dimensional reduction would
involve the full non-abelian DBI action, we are unable to follow the same path
as in the previous section6 and rely on the same duality arguments to determine
the relevant terms in the effective action. In its probably best known example,
the duality of the type I and heterotic string with gauge group SO(32) compacti-
fied to four dimensions on a K3-orbifold space T4/Z2 × T2 requires a matching of
open strings with both ends on D9-branes with untwisted heterotic matter fields,
and open strings between D9- and D5-branes with twisted fields [60, 83]. Finally,
strings with both ends on a D5-brane are non-perturbative heterotic excitations,
such as shrunken instantons, invisible in the perturbative effective action. The
rank of the perturbative heterotic gauge group is then one half of the type I rank.
In the simplest example of a CY-orbifold T6/Z3 one can combine knowledge about
the tree level string spectrum and the superpotential to demonstrate the low en-
ergy theories on both sides may have identical massless degrees of freedom [84, 85].
In more general N = 1 orbifold models more intricate structures arise, it can, for
example, happen that now some twisted heterotic matter does not have a perturba-
tive type I origin, see [85, 86, 87]. The models of interest here are even asymmetric
orientifold vacua with reduced rank of the gauge group, whose heterotic duals are
so far not known. The assumptions that underlie N = 1 heterotic-type I duality
on CY-orbifold spaces may thus not have the status of proven facts, but we will
use the analogy between twisted heterotic matter fields and open type I strings
stretching between D-branes at relative angles, relying on that there is an overlap
of perturbative heterotic and perturbative type I sectors.
The explicit expressions of [61] were further based on the invariance of the
6It was noted in [59, 76] that a symmetrized trace prescription, proposed in [82], is not entirely
sufficient to describe open strings stretching between two branes at a relative angle, producing
not quite the correct mass spectrum in a general case. In fact, it is believed that the order F4
is correctly given by the DBI action with symmetrized trace, and should then be comparable to
our formulas.
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action under T-duality in a similar way as for Eq.(24). For Um = 1 and B2 = 0
this lead to
1
2
K˜[ab]
αβ¯
C [ab]α C¯
[ab]
β¯
=
1
2
3∑
m,n,p=1
γmnp
|C [95m]|2
((tn + t¯n¯)(tp + t¯p¯))1/2
+
1
2
3∑
m,n,p=1
γmnp
|C [5n5p]|2
((s+ s¯)(tm + t¯m¯))1/2
. (50)
Again, the first line is the perturbative heterotic result for the three twisted sectors
of a Z2×Z2 orbifold, upon applying the trivial identification of moduli fields [60, 83]
shetm 7→ sm , thetm 7→ tm , uhetm 7→ um . (51)
The three terms in the first line of Eq.(50) refer to the three possible open strings
between a D9-brane and wrapped D5-branes, the second line is obtained by T-
duality along two among the three two-tori again. An important point is the
different definition of the moduli fields in type I compared to the heterotic string:
The tm depend on the ten-dimensional dilaton, while the t
het
m do not [60].
We will now apply a similar reasoning to the generalized open string sectors
between branes at relative angles, assuming that there the Ka¨hler metric can be
derived by translating the tree level heterotic metric for a twisted sector matter
field [80, 81, 55].7
K˜hetαβ¯ = δαβ¯
3∏
m=1
(thetm + t¯
het
m¯ )
v(m)−1
3∏
m=1
(uhetm + u¯
het
m¯ )
v(m)−1 . (52)
Generally, any generator of an orbifold group is defined by a twist vector v =
(v(1), v(2), v(3)) through its eigenvalues exp(2πiv(m)) when acting on the complex
coordinates of T2m, where we choose conventions v
(1) + v(2) + v(3) = 1 or 2, and
v(m) ∈ (0, 1].8 A twisted NS or R world sheet oscillator field of lowest energy has
then modings in 1/2 ± v(m) + Z or v(m) ± Z respectively, and similar shifts apply
to the coefficients in the OPE of vertex operators. On the other hand, an open
string sector of strings stretching between two D6-branes is similarly defined by a
vector of relative (oriented) angles (ϕ
(1)
ab , ϕ
(2)
ab , ϕ
(3)
ab ), ϕ
(m)
ab ∈ [0, 2π] and subject to
the supersymmetry constraint Eq.(11). Since the twisted open strings that stretch
7In a world sheet sense the analogy between twisted open strings and true twisted closed
strings intuitively boils down to taking the square root of the sphere diagrams to get the results
for discs [88, 89, 90].
8These are slightly non-standard conventions as compared to v(m) ∈ [0, 1) [81, 55]. We allow
v(m) = 1 to avoid the distinction of two cases in the final formulas. One has v(m) = 1 for at most
one m ∈ {1, 2, 3}, and v(1) + v(2) + v(3) = 2 if and only if this case, one v(m) = 1, occurs. See
equations (2.21) to (2.28) in [55] for a comparison.
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between branes at relative angles are subject to the same kind of shifts in their
oscillator modings and OPE, one would now like to just identify the relative angles
with the heterotic shift vectors and apply formula Eq.(52) to the twisted open
strings. There are, however, some practical subtleties concerning the translation
of the parameters and the accomodation of the non-perturbative sectors connected
to D5-branes.
For the shift ν
(m)
ab in the Ka¨hler potential of the open string fields the orientation
of the branes playes a role, but the orientation of the open string does not, since we
want the Ka¨hler metric for C [ab] and C [ba] to be equal. We therefore suggest to use
the standard formula for an oriented angle between two vectors (n
(m)
a R2,m
(m)
a /R1)
in R2,
ν
(m)
ab =
1
π
arccos

 1 + F(m)a F(m)b ℜ(Tm)−2∏
c=a,b
√
1 + (F
(m)
c )2ℜ(Tm)−2

 , (53)
to define the analogue of a v(m) in the heterotic string for the shift between the
stack a and b. This measures the angle only in [0, π] and we have ν
(m)
ab = ν
(m)
ba .
This means, we identify a shift vector (ν
(1)
ab , ν
(2)
ab , ν
(3)
ab ) with the relative angle by
ν
(m)
ab = ϕ
(m)
ab /π or 2 − ϕ(m)ab /π depending on ϕ(m)ab being less or bigger than π. The
condition Eq.(11) for the angles now translates into
νab = ν
(1)
ab + ν
(2)
ab + ν
(3)
ab ∈ [0, 2] . (54)
Then Eq.(52) maps naively to
K˜hetαβ¯ 7→ K˜[ab]αβ¯ = δαβ¯
3∏
m=1
(tm + t¯m¯)
ν
(m)
ab
−1
3∏
m=1
(um + u¯m¯)
ν
(m)
ab
−1
= δαβ¯e
Φ(3−νab)
3∏
m=1
(Tm + T¯m¯)
ν
(m)
ab
−1
3∏
m=1
(Um + U¯m¯)
ν
(m)
ab
−1 . (55)
and the first perturbative line of Eq.(50) is reproduced for ν
(m)
ab = (1/2, 1/2, 1)
and permutations thereof. However, this cannot be the general answer, since the
dependence on the ten-dimensional dilaton does not always match the proper power
exp(Φ), expected for the kinetic term that stems from a disc diagram and after the
Weyl rescaling to the Einstein frame. Instead, the perturbative heterotic Ka¨hler
potential only leads to an acceptable perturbative Ka¨hler metric in type I if the
orientations are chosen such that νab = 2. Turning the argument around, we can
start with the correct dilaton prefactor in type I and rewrite
eΦ
3∏
m=1
(Tm + T¯m¯)
ν
(m)
ab
−1 = (s+ s¯)νab/2−1
3∏
m=1
(tm + t¯m¯)
ν
(m)
ab
−νab/2 , (56)
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or
K˜[ab]
αβ¯
= δαβ¯(s+ s¯)
νab/2−1
3∏
m=1
(tm + t¯m¯)
ν
(m)
ab
−νab/2
3∏
m=1
(um + u¯m¯)
ν
(m)
ab
−νab/2 (57)
which is the form that we are going to use in the following. The expression is actu-
ally also meant to be diagonal in the multiple intersections of the branes a and b, i.e.
diagonal in the generations of matter multiplets. The perturbative type I sectors
are mapped to perturbative heterotic sectors, whenever νab = 2, whereas νab = 1
maps to a non-perturbative sector in the same way as the strings among D5-branes
in Eq.(50) are. In this way, the Ka¨hler potential of the heterotic orbifold models is
substantially generalized, and in particular the distinguished role of the heterotic
dilaton negated. With this formula, both the D9-D5 and D5-D5 sectors in Eq.(50)
can be accomodated. Using for instance the shift vector (1/2, 1/2, 1) reproduces
the D9-D53 potential in Eq.(50) whereas (1/2, 1/2, 0) produces the D51-D52 term.
In the appendix we have computed the shift vectors for a more elaborate example
used for modelling a semi-realistic supersymmetric Standard-like Model in [13],
which actually contains the above D9- and D5-branes as subsectors, showing that
they can be consistently implemented as special cases within our prescription.
The effective action derived for heterotic orbifolds, and in particular Eq.(52), is
strictly only valid in a vicinity of the orbifold point, which is defined as the point in
moduli space where the locally flat background of the orbifold conformal field the-
ory (CFT) really solves the equations of motion of the ten-dimensional string the-
ory. This would require the local cancellation of the RR charges and brane tension
among the orientifold planes and the D-branes. In general the orientifold planes
are located at the fixed loci of ΩRΘk (type IIA picture), with k = 0 mod N refer-
ring to the “pure” unrotated O6-planes. Via ΩRΘk = Θ−k/2ΩRΘk/2 these fixed
loci organize themselves into two orbits under the orbifold group Z2N (or prod-
ucts) [14]. The two orbits produce two factors in the gauge group of the effective
theory, which then will correspond to the perturbative and non-perturbative dual
heterotic gauge groups, as the D9-branes and D5-branes in the simpler T4/Z2×T2
example discussed above. In order to cancel charge and tension locally the D6-
branes must come to lie on top of these O6-planes in appropriate numbers, which
unfortunately only leads to non-chiral matter spectra as in [4]. But there are more
general configurations that lead to a cancellation after integrating over the internal
space and allow chiral matter. These are the ones we are interested in, such that
the background that appears in our models is strictly speaking not an orbifold and
corrections to the effective action may be expected anyway.
It is important to notice that at the orbifold point the dependence of the angles
on the Ka¨hler moduli of the background torus drops out. Recall that the (asym-
metric) orbifold projection may leave 0, 1 or 3 of the Tm unfixed and that the
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relative angles in principle depend on these via Eq.(10). In a second step, the su-
persymmetry condition Eq.(11) will fix some or (generically) all of these remaining
Tm, such that they drop out of the effective action. If some of them should instead
survive, it is straightforward to substitute a dependence into Eq.(57) but this pro-
duces rather awkward expressions when computing the soft parameters such as the
scalar masses for this sector. More precisely, a modulus Tm is not projected out of
the spectrum exactly if the orbifold generator Θ (or generators Θi) is a reflection
along T2m, i.e. if v
(m) = 1/2. The D-branes on top of the orientifold planes on
these tori, that would cancel the charge and tension locally, are then given by the
degenerate cases F
(m)
a = 0, pure D9-branes, or F
(m)
a = ∞, localized D5-branes
(type IIB picture). These two are exactly the choices where the dependence of the
angle on the modulus Tm drops out, even if they should remain unfixed. Thus we
see that at the orbifold point no dependence of shift vectors ν
(m)
ab on moduli exists,
which appears very reasonable, since they take the role of modular weights and
conformal dimensions. Given these considerations, we will actually use Eq.(57) as
a trial metric on heuristic grounds, being aware that there may be corrections or
modifications in the true Ka¨hler metric,9 away from the orbifold point. In doing
so, we treat the ν
(m)
ab as constant free parameters independent of the moduli. To-
gether Eq.(47) and Eq.(57) define the full Ka¨hler metric of the class of models at
hand, expanded to leading order in the matter fields and subject to the caveats
just explained.
3.3 The superpotential
At the orbifold point the superpotential and D-terms, before considering the defor-
mations by magnetic fluxes and the breaking of supersymmtry, vanish identically.
Therefore we are only left with the standard superpotential for the fluctuations
of the ten-dimensional gauge fields, that induces Yukawa couplings but no scalar
potential in the four-dimensional theory. We start with the classical superpotential
known for the heterotic or type I string compactified on a CY 3-foldM6 [69, 70, 71]
Wtree =
∫
M6
Ω3 ∧ ω3 , (58)
where
Ω3 = dz1 ∧ dz2 ∧ dz3 , ω3 = Tr
(
A ∧ dA− 2i
3
A ∧ A ∧A
)
(59)
are the holomorphic (3, 0)-form and the Yang-Mills CS-form. Since the gauge
field background Fa is a (1, 1) form it does not contribute to Eq.(58) and the only
9We would like to acknowledge the work of [91], where the twisted Ka¨hler metric has been
computed from first principles from string scattering amplitudes, see their section 5.2. It appeared
some time after the present paper had been published, and corrects the above formula (57), which
is only usable for 12BPS configurations.
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relevant term in ω3 is of the form f
ABCAAi A
B
j A
C
k , where the A
A
i are now the internal
components of the world volume gauge fields of the D9-branes. Upon noting that
Ω3 ∧ ω3 = 2fABC(u1AA1 + iAA2 )(u2AB3 + iA4)(u3AC5 + iAC6 ) dx1 ∧ · · · ∧ dx6
= 2fABCCA1 C
B
2 C
C
3 dx1 ∧ · · · ∧ dx6 , (60)
one finds that the trilinear couplings inWtree are actually independent of the moduli
um, once the matter fields have been expressed in terms of the Ka¨hler coordinates
C
[aa]
m of the first equation of Eq.(44). Though the expression Eq.(60) formally
looks like the standard commutator form of N = 4 supersymmetry, the orientifold
projection on the Chan-Paton indices effectively breaks this symmetry [57]. The
surviving couplings are then among the components (σ1σ2 + σ2σ1)σ3 in the U(2)
basis introduced below Eq.(6).
For the open string fields that connect different branes the world volume gauge
flux shifts the ground state energy of the NS sector such that only one of the
three complex coordinate fields C
[aa]
m survives as C [ab], when a stack splits into
two. Therefore the only terms in Eq.(58) that contain only massless fields, but no
massive scalars, are of the form
C [ab]C [bc]C [ca] + C [ab]C [ba]C [aa]m . (61)
A very similar form, again for D9- and D5-brane only, has been deduced from open
string splitting arguments [92, 61]. Together, the trilinear couplings in Wtree are of
the form
Tr
(
C
[aa]
1 C
[aa]
2 C
[aa]
3 + C
[ab]C [bc]C [ca] + C [ab]C [ba]C [aa]m
)
(62)
and do not appear to depend on the closed string moduli. On the contrary, in
[40, 88, 89] the mirror symmetric situation with intersecting branes in type IIA
orientifolds has been evaluated directly by performing a non-perturbative sum-
ming over world sheet instanton contributions, and in principle a dependence of
the Yukawa couplings on the moduli of the dual torus arises, which would translate
into a dependence on the um in our case. This appears in fact before putting the
matter fields into the proper form Eq.(44) and it is not clear to us if and how
the results of [40, 88, 89] are compatible with Eq.(62) or with [69, 70, 71]. Since
the complete absence of moduli denpendence would also cause problems in gen-
erating mass hierarchies between the quark and lepton generations, we formally
keep Yαβγ = Yαβγ(um) in Eq.(22). In particular, among the Yαβγ only three, which
we denote Y123, Yabc and Yabm, referring to the three terms in Eq.(62), are non-
vanishing.
This reduction determines the classical, visible part of the total effective super-
potential Weff . Since we do not want to specify the mechanism that finally breaks
supersymmetry we do not restrict the form of Wˆ or the bilinear µ-term in Eq.(16).
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We have argued earlier that we would favor a situation with µαβ = 0 in the tree
level superpotential. Such a term may eventually be generated by the coefficients
Z˜αβ in the Ka¨hler potential however.
3.4 D-terms, Fayet-Iliopolous parameters and axions
The DBI action Eq.(27) also contains terms that only involve the internal com-
ponents of the gauge fields through (δFA)ij = fABCABi ACj and the background
moduli {s, tm, um}. These are then part of the scalar potential and, since F is a
(1, 1) form in complex notation, originate from D-terms and FI terms. Since we fo-
cus here completely on the breaking of supersymmetry via FI taking non-vanishing
expectation values, we assume that all D-terms vanish in the vacuum. Of course,
having D-term breaking in these models sounds like an interesting alternative to
the present approach.10 The “D-flatness” will turn out to be implied by the con-
dition Eq.(11) and by restricting the open string scalars CAα λ
A to take values only
in the Cartan subalgebra of the gauge group.
This can actually easily be demonstrated to leading order in the field strength
Fa. Since it involves the non-abelian DBI action, which is unknown beyond o(F6),
and reliably tested so far only up to o(F4), we cannot easily find the full condition
Eq.(11). The leading term in F˜a = Fa + δFa is simply the YM Lagrangian
− 1
4g210
Tr
∫
d10x
√−g4
√
det(na ·G)e−Φtr
(
G−1(Fa + δFa)
)2
(63)
because tr(G−1F˜) = 0 in Eq.(30). After rescaling to Einstein frame, and using
F˜mm¯ = (um + u¯m¯)F˜ (m)12 , one then gets
∑
a
Na
√
det(na ·G)
det(G)2
e3Φtr
(
G−1(Fa + δFa)
)2
= (64)
16
s+ s¯
∑
a
Na
3∏
m=1
n(m)a
(
3∑
m=1
(Fa)mm¯ + (δFa)mm¯
(tm + t¯m¯)(um + u¯m¯)
)2
− 4g210TO5 .
The extra term TO5 is opposite equal to the sum of the tensions of all O5m-planes
and arises after applying the tadpole constraint Eq.(9). It therefore cancels out, as
does the leading constant term in Eq.(30) with the tension of the O9-planes. By
going to the Cartan basis one can further put the terms involving (δFa)mm¯ into
the form Tr|Cm|2, Cm = umA2m−1 + iA2m, a sum of absolute squares of charged
complex scalars weighted by their charges. These Cm are the surviving scalars of
10This is actually the way supersymmetry gets broken if D-branes in the hidden obey different
or no calibration condition compared to the visible branes [36, 14].
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strings between the two stacks, after turning on the gauge flux to split the stack a
into two. Since
2ℜ(fa) = (s+ s¯) + o(F) , ∂αK = Kα =
δαβ¯C¯β¯
(tm + t¯m¯)(um + u¯m¯)
+ o(F) , (65)
this is just of the expected form
(Da + ξa)
2 ∼ 1ℜ(fa) (q
a
αKαCα + ξa)2 , (66)
to the given leading order in Fa. The qaα are the charges of Cα under the U(1)
labelled by a, and we read off the FI-term
ξa =
3∑
m=1
(Fa)mm¯
(tm + t¯m¯)(um + u¯m¯)
. (67)
The supersymmetry condition is
ξa =
3∑
m=1
F
(m)
a
tm + t¯m¯
= 0 + o(Fa) , (68)
which is just Eq.(12) to leading order in Fa. This condition is in fact the Donaldson-
Uhlenbeck-Yau condition Gmm¯Fmm¯ = 0, well known for the heterotic string [93].
The full derivation of Eq.(12) from the D-term would evidently involve terms of
order F4 and F6. In terms of pure Yang-Mills theory this scenario has been stud-
ied as early as in [94, 95], in the context of identifying these scalars with Higgs
fields in four dimensions. In the YM approximation, some components always get
a negative squared mass, but in the full string spectrum, this does not have to
happen, see e.g. [96].
The pure FI parameter ξa, however, can already be derived from the abelian
DBI, and thus Eq.(12) can be recovered from an equation ξa = 0, and only the
fluctuations of charged scalars require the non-abelian action. This was also dis-
cussed in [97] and is based on the exact conditions for κ-symmetry of the abelian
DBI action, derived in [98]. The relevant constraints on F˜a and the Ka¨hler form
J = i
3∑
m=1
ℜ(Tm)
ℜ(Um)dzm ∧ dz¯m¯ =
3∑
m=1
ℜ(Tm)dx2m−1 ∧ dx2m (69)
are
1
2
J ∧ J ∧ F˜a − 1
6
F˜a ∧ F˜a ∧ F˜a = 0 , (70)
for all a, and F˜a has to be of type (1, 1). For the constant background, setting
fluctuations to zero,
Fa =
3∑
m=1
F(m)a dx2m−1 ∧ dx2m , (71)
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and this reproduces Eq.(12).
It is also interesting to determine the fate of the imaginary parts of the complex
scalar moduli fields s and tm, which are components of the RR 2- and 6-form.
The Chern-Simons part Eq.(35) of the brane action contains couplings C2 ∧ F˜4
and C6 ∧ F˜2 that reduce to linear axionic couplings of a0 and am, defined above
Eq.(15), to F˜ in four dimensions [36]. Together with the kinetic terms (da)2 of the
axions, these couplings give Stu¨ckelberg masses to the respective gauge bosons, i.e.
the kinetic terms after a duality transformation trading {C2, C(m)2 } for {a0, am}
turn into (da + A)2 and the axion can be gauged away through A → A − da,
leaving a mass term for the gauge field A. Precisely this mechanism was used in
[99] to propose a solution for the strong CP problem by promoting the QCD θ-
parameter to a dynamical axion field that has additional Stu¨ckelberg couplings and
can be gauged away then. Therefore, the axions as well decouple as longitudinal
components of massive vectors from the effective action, together with their moduli
partners, when gauge fluxes are turned on. An important point noticed in [29]
is that the abelian gauge bosons may even decouple if the gauge symmetry is
not anomalous. For an anomalous U(1)a the Green-Schwarz mechanism actually
requires a second axionic coupling of the a to F˜2a , which then allows the cancellation
of triangle anomalies by axionic contributions. To see that the mechanism really
works out properly, by which we mean, moduli and axions decouple in a one to
one fashion, one has to verify that the axionic couplings come exactly in the same
patterns that the D-terms arise for the ℜ(Tm). We define coupling constants [36]
c(0)a C2 ∧ δFa = C2 ∧ δFa
∫
Wa
1
6
Fa ∧ Fa ∧ Fa ,
c(m)a C
(m)
2 ∧ δFa = C(m)2 ∧ δFa
∫
Wa
C
(m)
4 ∧ F (m)a dξ2m−1 ∧ dξ2m . (72)
In other words, c
(0)
a is the coupling of the universal axion, the partner of s+ s¯ and
c
(m)
a the coupling of the partner of tm + t¯m¯. Since the number of stacks will be at
least four or larger, the generic situation seems to be that all four axions have non-
vanishing couplings to one linear combination of U(1)a gauge bosons. However, the
calibration condition Eq.(12) implies that one can find a linear combinations of the
four axions that decouples from the gauge fields. Setting the internal components
of C6 to 1, and defining C
′
2 = (s+ s¯)C2, C
(m)′
2 = −(tm + t¯m¯)C(m)2 , this “diagonal”
axion is given by the direction C ′2 = C
(1)′
2 = C
(2)′
2 = C
(3)′
2 , since then its couplings
vanish, (
c
(0)
a∏3
m=1ℜ(Tm)
C ′2 −
3∑
m=1
c
(m)
a
ℜ(Tm)C
(m)′
2
)
∧ δFa
∣∣∣
C′2=C
(m)′
2
= 0 , (73)
by Eq.(12) and for any a. Given the D-flatness, we thus have only three axions
participating and the diagonal axion in Eq.(73) survives. The linear combination
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of axions that decouples corresponds to the surviving modulus, due to rewriting
Eq.(12) as
3∑
m=1
s+ s¯
tm + t¯m¯
F(m)a =
3∏
m=1
F(m)a . (74)
A variation along the complex direction s = t1 = t2 = t3 leaves the D-flatness
Eq.(74) intact as well as Eq.(73), identifying ℑ(s) = C2 and ℑ(tm) = C(m)2 . It is
evident that less generic cases, in which the D-flatness Eq.(12) leaves more moduli
massless, one can also construct more linear combination of axions that survive
together with the abelian gauge bosons.
The above is interesting for several reasons. First it implies that starting from
a generic four stack model, we precisely expect one massless abelian gauge factor
to survive, which is then the unique candidate for the hypercharge U(1)Y of the
supersymmetric Standard Model. The other three U(1) gauge symmetries decou-
ple from the massless theory and survive as global symmetries only. It also follows
that three among the seven phases we started with in parametrizing the values of
the auxiliary fields F I for {s, tm, um}, are frozen. Technically, this unfortunately
does not appear to be too helpful, since it does not imply, that any of the phases
of {s, tm} actually vanish, but instead only that they are parametrized through a
single phase along Eq.(73), but all four being non-vanishing. Only in the situa-
tion when all phases are aligned, the soft-breaking parameters and the patterns
for CP violation will simplify considerably. This situation may arise if the scale of
supersymmetry breaking is well below the scale where the relative moduli among
s, tm get fixed. Then the four complex scalars and auxiliary fields would effectively
already be aligned and the phases of the respective auxiliary fields in the chiral
multiplets would be equal.
4 Soft supersymmetry breaking
We now straightforwardly apply the formulas for computing the soft parameters
using the expressions given in the previous section. First we address the vacuum
energy, which we have to assume to take a very small or even vanishing value,
of course. Note that this in Z2 × Z2 orbifolds this is actually satisfied for any
model, where the moduli part of the superpotential depends only on either complex
structure moduli um or Ka¨hler moduli tm. Then the vacuum energy is non-negative,
V0 ≥ 0, since the potential is of the classical no-scale type [100, 101]. In the
first case, which would be realized, as long as the effects that drive the breaking
are perturbative in the string coupling, the contribution of the tm moduli to the
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potential cancel the negative term through
3∑
m=1
Kˆtm t¯m¯DtmWˆ (um)D¯t¯m¯ ¯ˆW (um) = 3|Wˆ |2 . (75)
The (flat Minkowski) vacuum is then supersymmetric whenever all other contribu-
tions to the potential exactly vanish. In models with less than three Ka¨hler moduli,
the situation would possibly look different. The case of gaugino condensation in
a hidden sector, as considered in [46], is of the opposite type. In the absence of
perturbative contributions, the effective superpotential is depending on the moduli
only through the gauge kinetic functions fa(s, tm). In that case, the contribution
of the generic three um moduli can cancel the negative term, just as in Eq.(75)
upon substituting tm ↔ um.
The models we are considering have at most seven complex scalar moduli fields
above the scale where the constraint Eq.(11) fixes up to three among {s, tm}, so
that at least one combination of these and three um survive. At low energies there
will then be at least four free real parameters and phases for the values of the
respective auxiliary fields, determining the patterns of supersymmetry breaking.
In the formulas we now always use the maximal number of seven moduli. To
proceed further we parametrize the auxiliary fields in a standard fashion (see e.g.
[67]),
F s = c(s+ s¯) sin(θ)e−iγs , (76)
F tm = c(tm + t¯m¯) cos(θ)Θtme
−iγtm , F um = c(um + u¯m¯) cos(θ)Θume
−iγum
with
c = C
√
3M3/2 , C
2 = 1 +
V0
3M23/2
,
3∑
m=1
(|Θtm |2 + |Θum |2) = 1 . (77)
We further define [78]
D = − ln(s+ s¯) , e−iρ = 〈Wˆ 〉|〈Wˆ 〉| ,
f =
3∏
m=1
(tm + t¯m¯)
3∏
m=1
(um + u¯m¯) . (78)
4.1 The soft breaking parameters
For the gaugino masses Eq.(20) we now obtain
Ma =
c
2ℜ(fa)
(
sin(θ)e−iγs(s + s¯)
3∏
m=1
n(m)a (79)
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−1
2
3∑
m,n,p=1
γmnp cos(θ)Θtme
−iγtm (tm + t¯m¯)n
(m)
a m
(n)
a m
(p)
a
)
.
Whenever just a single term in the bracket survives, i.e. for D9- or D5-branes,
the dependence of Ma on the moduli drops out, but in all other cases the gaugino
masses will depend on (the real parts of) s and the Ka¨hler parameters tm. For
the scalar mass parameters of extra matter fields in symmetric and anti-symmetric
representations we get
M
[aa] 2
mm¯ = M
2
3/2 + V0 − F IF¯ J¯∂I∂J¯ ln
(
K˜[aa]mm¯
)
= M23/2 + V0 + c
2 cos2(θ)|Θum|2 + Γ[aa]mm¯ , (80)
with
Γ
[aa]
mm¯ = 4|Ma|2 −
c2
(1 + ∆
(m)
a )2
× (81)
×
(
| sin (θ)e−iγs + cos (θ)Θtme−iγtm +
1
2
cos (θ)
∑
n,p
∆(m|np)a (Θtne
−iγtn +Θtpe
−iγtp )|2
−2(1 + ∆(m)a )
(
sin (θ) cos(θ)Θtm cos(γs − γtm)
+ cos2 (θ)
∑
n,p
∆(m|np)a ΘtnΘtp cos(γtn − γtp)
))
.
We note that one hallmark of the case of general background world volume flux
is the appearance of cross terms with ΘtnΘtp , as they are absent for only D9- and
D5-branes. For completeness, we state the trilinear coupling parameters for the
C
[aa]
m fields,
A0123 − c¯F I∂I ln(Y123) = (82)
−ce
−iρ+D
2√
f
( 3∑
m=1
∆
(m)
a
1 + ∆
(m)
a
(sin (θ)e−iγs + cos (θ)Θtme
−iγtm )
+
6
c
Ma − 2 sin (θ)e−iγs − cos (θ)
3∑
m,n,p=1
∆
(m|np)
a
1 + ∆
(m)
a
(Θtne
−iγtn +Θtpe
−iγtp )
)
.
The most interesting matter sector is the one which involves the bifundamentals,
the squarks and sleptons. Here for M [ab]2 we find
M [ab]2 = M23/2 + V0 − c2 sin2 (θ)
(
1− νab
2
)
−c2 cos2 (θ)
3∑
m=1
ν
(m)
ab
(1
2
− |Θtm |2 − |Θum|2
)
(83)
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¿From this expression one can derive simple sum-rules. In a rather isotropic case,
when all ν
(m)
ab ∼ νab/3 one finds e.g.
M [ab]2 ∼ M23/2 + V0 − c2
(
1− νab
2
− cos2 (θ)
(
1 +
νab
3
))
. (84)
While the general expression for the scalar masses is already independent of the
phases of the F I , this formula does only involve the single angle parameter θ which
distinguishes between the popular scenarios of dilaton or moduli domination. For
the trilinear couplings involving three bifundamentals we get
A0abc − c¯F I∂I ln(Yabc) = c
e−iρ+
D
2√
f
((
2− νab + νbc + νca
2
)
sin (θ)e−iγs (85)
− cos(θ)
3∑
m=1
(
1 + ν
(m)
ab + ν
(m)
bc + ν
(m)
ca −
νab + νbc + νca
2
)
(Θtme
−iγtm +Θume
−iγum )
)
.
When again the ν
(m)
ab etc. have all equal elements νab/3 = νbc/3 = νca/3 the relation
of Eq.(85) simplifies so that
A0abc − c¯F I∂I ln(Yabc) ∼ c
e−iρ+
D
2√
f
((
2− 3νab
2
)
sin (θ)e−iγs (86)
− cos(θ)
(
1− νab
2
) 3∑
m=1
(
Θtme
−iγtm +Θume
−iγum
))
We also record here the trilinear couplings involving only two bifundaments,
A0abm − c¯F I∂I ln(Yabc) = c
e−iρ+
D
2√
f
(
− 1
c
Ma + sin θe
−iγs(2− νab) (87)
+ cos (θ)
(
Θtme
−iγtm +Θume
−iγum +
3∑
n=1
(−1− 2ν(n)ab + νab)(Θtne−iγtn +Θune−iγun )
)
− ∆
(m)
a
1 + ∆
(m)
a
(sin (θ)e−iγs + cos (θ)Θtme
−iγtm )
+
cos(θ)
2
∑
n,p
∆
(m|np)
a
1 + ∆
(m)
a
(Θtme
−iγtm +Θume
−iγum )
)
Finally, we compute the parameter relevant for the Higgs bilinear term B0ab =
B0[ab][ba], which refers to a sector of open strings between two given branes [ab].
B0ab = c
e−iρ+
D
2√
f
(
sin (θ)e−iγs (1− νab + (s+ s¯)∂s ln(µab)) (88)
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− cos (θ)
3∑
m=1
Θtme
−iγtm
(
1 + 2ν
(m)
ab − νab − (tm + t¯m¯)∂tm ln(µab)
)
− cos (θ)
3∑
m=1
Θume
−iγum
(
1 + 2ν
(m)
ab − νab − (um + u¯m¯)∂um ln(µab)
))
.
When µab is independent of the moduli, as we have argued above may be natural,
the terms proportional to derivatives drop out. An application of these general
formulae to a specific model is given in appendix A.
4.2 Simplifications for s = t1 = t2 = t3
Since it appears possible that the supersymmetry constraints Eq.(11) fix the four
mentioned complex moduli fields to be effectively aligned, and also the auxiliary
fields in their respective chiral multiplets, we briefly investigate the simplifications
that arise when replacing the four fields by a single one. Of course, we do not
mean that the vacuum expectation values of s and tm are equal, but just that the
surviving modulus points into the diagonal direction, which we call λ. This is per-
haps a very naive way to implement the integrating out of the relative coordinates
among the s, tm by just substituting λ, but the analysis here may give a rough idea
of what can happen in this situation. The auxiliary field is F λ = c(λ+ λ¯)Θλe
−iγλ .
One can then observe that
∆(m)a ∝ (F(m)a )2 , (89)
independent of the remaining moduli. It also follows immediately that the gaugino
masses are completely determined by the value of F λ,
Ma =
1
2ℜ(fa)F
λ∂λfa = cΘλe
−iγλ (90)
and all explicit dependence on the world volume gauge fields drops out. This follows
already from fa = fa(λ) only depending linearly and holomorphically on λ, but no
um. Thus the gaugino masses are approximately universal. The simplifications for
the other parameters can in fact also be quite dramatic. The scalar masses in the
[aa] sectors simplify so that
M
[aa] 2
mm¯ = M
2
3/2 + V0 + c
2 cos2(θ)|Θum|2 + 2c2|Θλ|2 , (91)
still denpending on the F um, but universal in a, and therefore independent of Fa.
An interesting point is that the cross terms in Eq.(81) drop out in this simpler
case. In the same way their trilinear couplings A0123 become independent of the
stack of branes, and one would predict a set of extra matter at some universal
mass in anti-symmetric and symmetric representations of the gauge group for this
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simple scenario. It is very easy to get the specialized formulas for the squarks and
sleptons as well. These, fortunately, do not lose their dependence on the type [ab]
of intersection, where the fields are localized, which enters through the ν
(m)
ab , and
they still depend on F um, such that no qualitative reduction of the complexity of
possible solutions takes place. The number of independent parameters is of course
reduced by three.
5 Gauge unification, FCNC, EDM, Dark matter
In this section we discuss a number of phenomena within intersecting brane models
which are of interest in model building in particle theory. Specifically we discuss
issues regarding gauge coupling unification, flavor changing neutral currents, CP
violation, the electric dipole moments, and dark matter. Another interesting ap-
plication of the intersecting brane model concerns proton decay via dimension six
operators [90]. However, this topic will not be discussed here. A more systematic
analysis and a deeper investigation of these topics is left to a future work.
5.1 Gauge coupling unification
The unification of gauge couplings using standard renormalization group running is
one of the facts about the minimal extension of the Standard Model, that is usually
considered among its most attractive features. Starting from LEP data and using
the particle spectrum of the MSSM the couplings meet at MGUT = 2 × 1016GeV.
A D-brane model derived from string theory, that tries to construct the MSSM al-
ready at a high scale, without any extra matter or gauge group, will have to be able
to reproduce this unification pattern, since otherwise it would lead to the wrong
couplings at low energies, just turning the evolution of couplings around. So even
if we do not expect a unification of the gauge group, e.g. an enhancement towards
SU(5) or SO(10) at the GUT scale, since we are still dealing with separate stacks
of D-branes then, we have to worry about unification as an accidental property of
our models. This argument does, however, not apply in practice so far, since all
examples of models known involve extra sectors with additional matter and gauge
factors. Their dynamics at intermediate scales would substantially affect the run-
ning of the couplings, and thus the apparant unification of couplings may be an
illusion and spoiled by these effects.
In any case, we now investigate the minimal requirements that would arise
from imposing gauge unification (see [42, 47, 48]). What is meant as an attempt
to further constrain the models and increase their predictive power will turn out to
lead to a system of overconstraining conditions in a sufficiently generic case. Using
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SU(5) conventions, the unification actually reads
1
g23(MGUT)
=
1
g22(MGUT)
=
5
3
1
g2Y (MGUT)
, (92)
where the gi denote the couplings of SU(3), SU(2) and U(1)Y . The latter will
actually be some linear combinations
∑
a caU(1)a of the U(1)a that are present in
the total model, one per stack of branes. The starting point of [42] is that Eq.(92)
is compatible with the condition that arises by embedding the hypercharge U(1)
into the original abelian gauge symmetries that live on the U(3) × U(2) × U(1)n
stacks to start with.
One may now distinguish three cases. i) This is the apparantly most generic
case. There is at least one stack of branes such that all three F
(m)
a are non-vanishing,
which does not even have to be a stack in the visible sector of the model. Then
Eq.(12) will fix the overall volume of the internal space and, if not very special
accidents appear, also all ratios ℜ(T1) : ℜ(T2) : ℜ(T3), i.e. fix {s + s¯, tm + t¯m¯}
except for a simultaneous rescaling of all four. Now Eq.(92) means
ℜ(f3(s, tm)) = ℜ(f2(s, tm)) = 5
3
∑
a
caℜ(fa(s, tm)) . (93)
Since the fa(s, tm) are linear functions in {s, tm} an overall rescaling does not af-
fect this relation. Therefore, the D-flatness Eq.(12) already fixes all freedom in the
relevant parameters that could be used to unify the gauge couplings, and Eq.(92)
would be very accidental. ii) All stacks have at least one m for which F
(m)
a = 0.
Though this sounds less generic, it is actually the case in all the examples to be
found in the literature. The reason is probably just that the practical search for
models is very much simplified, if Eq.(12) can be turned into a linear relation. But
we do not see any reason why this situation should be favored on general grounds.
Now s drops out of Eq.(12) and the overall volume remains undetermined, while
the ratios ℜ(T1) : ℜ(T2) : ℜ(T3) are fixed as long as no further relations among
the conditions exist. This situation provides one single free parameter in Eq.(92),
not enough to satisfy two relations. Unification would again be unnatural, and
is not achieved in the cases considered in [13]. iii) If in case ii) there are further
relations among the conditions Eq.(12) then two parameters may survive, and only
one ratio of ℜ(Tm) is fixed. This is actually the case considered in [42], and ap-
plies to some of the simpler examples given in the literature. Imposing the extra
constraint Eq.(92) is then just enough to fix the remaining two Ka¨hler parameters.
Thus, only in the most symmetric case, unification appears possible generically.
If a class of examples of the type i) were found that produced precisely the
MSSM spectrum, imposing the extra constaint Ref.(92) could then maybe point
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toward the “true” solution. Otherwise, one should look for more compelling rea-
sons to consider special examples where some flux quantum numbers vanish and
simplifying symmetries exist. As a final remark, note that the difficulty in ob-
taining a unification of gauge couplings in the present class of D-brane models is
about the opposite of the situation in the heterotic string, where grand unification
is somehow automatic.
5.2 Flavor changing neutral currents
In a general situation of soft supersymmetry breaking the parameters in the soft
breaking terms of the effective Lagrangian can be arbitrary for different generations
of matter multiplets. This kind of anisotropy leads to phenomenological problems,
since then interferences of these fields no longer cancel out. A prominent example
of such effects are flavor changing neutral currents that for instance lead to unac-
ceptable rates for transitions which contribute to the same process as the ∆S = 2
box diagram that allows for CP violation in the K-system (see [102, 103, 44]11).
The absence of such transitions puts bounds on the differences of the masses of
squark and slepton doublets, but in principle not the anti-squark singlets. In the
present setting of brane models however, all three generations are generically on
a very symmetric footing. They arise from multiple intersections of the same two
stacks of branes, and therefore the relevant Ka¨hler metrics are equal. The only
difference could arise in their Yukawa couplings Yαβγ , which would only lead to
mass differences comparable to those of the quarks and leptons of the Standard
Model itself. The only exception to this is indeed the interesting case of the quark
doublets, where in a large variety of models the three generations split into two
from one set of intersections and a third from an extra intersection with potentially
different relative angles and Ka¨hler metric. The reason for this to happen is the
fact that this allows to circumvent a problem related to the anomaly cancellation
within the U(2), which demands the number of positively and negatively charged
doublets to be equal. This can be arranged if the two (3, 2) carry charge plus, the
one extra (3, 2) charge minus, and the three lepton doublets (1, 2) also minus [29].
For the FCNC constraints to be satisfied for the first two generations, the
squarks have to be essentially degenerate with mass differences of the order of
the charm quark mass. The constraints on the third generation squark masses on
the Higgs masses consistent with FCNC constraints are far less stringent. Thus if
we label the first two generation squark masses by M
[ab]
q and the third generation
squark masses by M
[cd]
q then the condition M
[cd]2
q = (1+ δ)M
[ab]2
q is consistent with
FCNC constraints with |δ| ≤ 1 [105, 106]. The above translates to the following
11A completely different source for FCNC was discussed in [104] in the context of brane models
with supersymmetry breaking at a low string scale, where the massive fields can contribute as
well.
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conditions on the intersection angles
δ
(
1
3
+
1
2
sin2(θ)(νcd − 2)− cos2(θ)
3∑
m=1
ν
(m)
cd
(
1
2
− |Θtm|2 − |Θum|2
))
= (94)
1
2
sin2(θ)(νcd − νab) + cos2(θ)
3∑
m=1
(ν
(m)
cd − ν(m)ab )
(
1
2
− |Θtm |2 − |Θum|2
)
,
where we have set V0 = 0 in writing the above constraint. Now Eq.(94) imposes
only mild constraints on the intersection angles for the third generation compared
to the the first generation. Depending on the breaking scenario, they can become
sharpened. As an example, complete dilaton domination with cos(θ) = 0 would
put rather stringent bounds on νab and νcd. One also has similar FCNC constraints
for the Higgs doublet masses at the string scale. Thus replacing M
[cd]
q with M
[ef ]
H ,
where M
[ef ]
H is the Higgs mass for the generations localized at the intersection of
[ef ], then Eq.(94) holds again with δ replaced by δH , where FCNC constraints are
consistent with |δH | ≤ 1. Again the constraints on the intersection angles in this
case are rather mild. The anisotropy between the first two and the third generation
could only become dangerous if experimental bounds were sharpened, comparable
to the first two generations, which are completely degenerate in the brane models
at hand.
5.3 CP-violation
The soft breaking sector of the intersecting brane models contains seven phases,
i.e. γs, γtm , γum (m = 1, 2, 3). The typical size of these phases is o(1) and they
produce large effects on the electric dipole moments (EDMs) of the electron and of
the neutron (complete expressions for these can be found in [107, 108]). Thus the
moduli phase generated EDMs may in general exceed the very sensitive experimen-
tal bounds on the electric dipole moments of the electron, the neutron and of the
Hg-atom [109, 110, 111]. These models can be made compatible with experiment
either via mass suppression [112] or via the cancellation mechanism [113, 114].
The phases can affect a large number of phenomena accessible to experiment (for
a recent review see [115]). These include sparticle decays, gµ − 2, proton decay,
B0(s,d) → l + l−,and baryogenesis [116], to name a few. There is one case in which
drastic simplication occurs on the dependence on the phases. If all phases are
equal,
γs = γt1 = γt2 = γt3 ≡ γ (95)
one finds that the common phase factors out of the gaugino masses and in view of
the discussion of sec 4.2 one may write
Ma = M1/2e
−iγ . (96)
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Here the gaugino mases are universal independent of the brane stack. Further,
the common phase can be rotated away from the gaugino sector by redefinition of
fields although it will appear in other sectors of the theory. Thus the only phases
that remain in this case are γ and γum . An important phase that enters in physical
processes is the µ-phase θµ, the phase of the term µαβ in the superpotential Eq.(16).
In principle it is determined in terms of the fundamental moduli phases, but we have
not specified the µ-term here, in case it is non-vanishing.If one considers the subset
of intersecting brane models where θµ vanishes or is very small (i.e. of order 10
−2,
which may be natural, since we have argued that it may be vanishing to leading
order), then the only avenue for the phases to enter the physical processes is via the
trilinear parameter. Further, an arrangement that the trilinear parameters for the
first two generations are relatively real while the third generation A0 is complex will
satisfy the experimental EDM limits for a significantly large A0 phase[117]. This
scenario has some interesting features. Thus, for example, there will be no CP-
phase dependent contribution from the dominant chargino-sneutrino contribution
to gµ − 2, because the chargino mass is independent of the phases in this case and
so is the sneutrino mass. However, the phase of the third generation A0 can still
produce large effects. Such effects will be visible in the decay of the stops once
they are produced at the Fermilab Tevatron and at the Large Hadron Collider at
CERN.
5.4 Dark matter
The recent data from WMAP [118] indicates that there is a significant cold dark
matter component to the dark matter- dark energy in the universe. Like SUGRA
models, the intersecting brane models with R-parity constraint have the possibility
that the lowest mass neutralino could be the lowest mass supersymmetric particle
(LSP) and a candidate for cold dark matter. Recent analyses of the WMAP data
indicate that the accurate WMAP results produce a strong correlation between the
sfermion and gaugino masses and the allowed mass range can extend to even tens
of TeV [119] (for a review see [120]). Previous analyses indicate that brane models
can indeed allow for the desired amount of dark matter [121]. Since the pattern
of soft breaking in the intersecting brane models is essentially a modification of
that for the parallel brane case, one expects that the intersecting brane model will
sustain dark matter in sufficient amounts to be compatible with the WMAP data.
As in the case of heterotic string [78] the constraints of radiative breaking of the
electroweak symmetry in the intersecting brane model will also determine tan(β).
In this case the analysis of dark matter would be much more predictive compared
to the SUGRA models. It would in fact be interesting to investigate this possibility
in further detail for the case of intersecting brane models.
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6 Conclusions and prospects
In this work we have investigated the effective action and soft breaking in a generic
class of intersecting brane models with N = 1 supersymmetry. There are in general
two equivalent approaches to such contructions, i.e. models based on intersecting
D6-branes in type IIA or alternatively to use constructions with D9-branes with
magnetic flux on their world volume in type IIB. The type IIB framework is found
more convenient to construct the Ka¨hler metric, the gauge kinetic function and the
superpotential, and we have followed this approach in the present work. Thus one
of the main results of this paper are Eq.(47) and Eq.(57) which give the Ka¨hler
metric for chiral matter in the intersecting brane case and reduce correctly in cer-
tain limits to the appropriate expressions for the parallel brane case. The effective
potential constructed from these Ka¨hler metrics is then used to derive soft breaking
under the standard assumptions of a hidden sector breaking used in supergravity
models. The soft breaking results obtained are in general valid for a wide class of
models since they are given in terms of the general attributes that would charac-
terize the chiral matter. Remarkably the entire soft breaking in the sector that
involves the bifundamental fields can be characterised in terms of indices which are
the intersection angles measured in units of π and are the analogue of the twist
vectors in the heterotic string case. These results reduce correctly in certain limits
to the soft breaking for the parallel brane case. A weakness of the methods used
clearly is the lack of a direct derivation of Eq.(57) from first principles, as well
as the complete neglect of twisted moduli, that may actually involve important
physics.
We have also analyzed in this paper the question of gauge coupling unification
and its interconnection with the constraints that preserve N = 1 supersymmetry.
The analysis indicates that while gauge coupling unification is not generic in in-
tersecting brane models, there are regions of the moduli space where it is possible.
Other phenomenological implications of these models were also explored. Specif-
icallly we discussed the constraints on the brane intersection angles from flavor
changing neutral currents and the implications of the CP violating phases that
arise quite naturally in the soft breaking sector. It is argued that such models have
the potential to satisfy the EDM constraints and at the same time allow phases
which are sufficiently large to generate visible effects in phenomena at colliders and
also provide sufficient new sources of CP violation in baryogenesis. Similarly, the
pattern of soft breaking indicates that such models with R-parity will allow for
dark matter in sufficient amounts to satisfy the current astrophysical constraints
on cold dark matter. These and other issues deserve further study.
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A An application of the soft breaking analysis
We have included this appendix to demonstrate how to compute some of the rel-
evant parameters in practice and show how the procedure of converting relative
angles into shift vectors works. The example also shows that many problems can
arise in the details of any given model. We just choose to look at one of the first su-
persymmetric models constructed in the literature, a four generation Standard-like
Model given in [13]. The set of brane stacks is defined by the following table.
Sector [ab] Na (n
(m)
a ,m
(m)
a )
A1 6+2 (1,1) (1,-2)(1,0)
A2 2 (-1,0) (-1,0)(1,0)
B1 4 (1,0) (1,2)(1,-1)
B2 8 (1,0) (0,1)(0,-1)
C1 2 (1,2) (1,0)(1,-2)
C2 8 (0,1) (1,0)(0,-1)
Table 1
The constraints of supersymmetry require in this case the relation ℜ(T1) : ℜ(T2) :
ℜ(T3) = 1 : 2 : 1. Compared to [13] we have flipped two of the orientations
of the stack denoted A2 to achieve that all angles ϕ
(m)
a add up to 2π for any
stack a, according to our conventions. All other stacks produce angles of the kind
(α, 2π−α, 0), or permutations thereof, for some values of α. The spectrum, gauge
group and ideas on the physical relevance of this model can be found in the original
works. The model, as all examples in the literature, does not fix all three Ka¨hler
parameters ℜ(Tm), since in Eq.(12) the product of fluxes always vanishes for all
brane stacks, as one of the winding numbers is always zero. Therefore, we can only
parametrize the angle variables in terms of the one remaining modulus, which we
call χ = 1/ℜ(T1). This is somehow against our general philosophy, since we neglect
the implicit dependence of the shift vectors on the moduli in the soft parameters,
but cannot be avoided in the absence of more general models, where Eq.(12) fixes
all moduli. Now we apply Eq.(53) to compute the shift vectors, which gives Table
2.
Sector [ab] ν
(m)
ab νab Fields
ν
(m)
A1B1
(α, 2α, α) 4α QL, L
ν
(m)
A1B2
(α, 1
2
+ α, 1
2
) 1 + 2α U¯, D¯, ν¯, E¯
ν
(m)
A1C2
(1
2
− α, α, 1
2
) 1 U,D, ν, E
ν
(m)
B1C2
(1
2
, α, 1
2
− α) 1 HU , HD
ν
(m)
B2C1
(α′, 1
2
, 1
2
− α′) 1 SU , SD
Table 2
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where SU , SD are SU(2) singlets and where α, α
′ are defined by
α =
1
π
arccos
(
1√
1 + χ2
)
, 0 ≤ α ≤ 1
2
,
α′ =
1
π
arccos
(
1√
1 + 4χ2
)
, 0 ≤ α′ ≤ 1
2
. (97)
In table 2 we see some non-perturbative sectors (νab = 1) and two “interpolating”
sectors. We notice that this model contains precisely the D9-D51-D52 system
discussed in [61] and given in Eq.(50)12 in the set of branes A2, B2, C2. Again
blindly applying Eq.(53) and get,
Sector [ab] ν
(m)
ab νab
ν
(m)
A2B2
(1, 1/2, 1/2) 2
ν
(m)
A2C2
(1/2, 1, 1/2) 2
ν
(m)
B2C2
(1/2, 1/2, 0) 1
Table 3
exactly reproducing what was given in Eq.(50), via Eq.(57). However, one may note
that the procedure is only unique once the winding quantum numbers (na,ma) have
been specified, and switching the orientations differently on the A2 brane would
have produced slightly different results. With the above analysis at hand we can
implement our soft breaking formulae for the 4 generation model. Using the tables
above and the general relations derived in section 4.1 we get
M2QL = c
2
(
1
3
− sin2(θ)− 2α cos(2θ) + α cos2(θ)[1 + F2]
)
, (98)
M2U¯ ,D¯ = c
2
(
−1
6
− α cos(2θ) + cos2(θ)[1
2
+ (α− 1
2
)F1 + αF2]
)
,
M2U,D = c
2
(
−1
6
+
1
2
cos2(θ) + cos2(θ)[−αF1 + (α− 1
2
)F2]
)
,
M2HU ,HD = c
2
(
−1
6
+ (
1
2
− α) cos2(θ) + cos2(θ)[αF1 + (−1
2
+ 2α)F2]
)
,
M2SU ,SD = c
2
(
−1
6
+
(
1
2
− α′
)
cos2(θ) + cos2(θ)[(−1
2
+ 2α′)F1 + α
′F2]
)
,
where
3∑
i=1
Fi = 1, Fi = |Θti |2 + |Θui|2 , i = 1, 2, 3
12The D53 brane would need to be defined with ((0, 1), (0, 1), (−1, 0)).
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and
M2QL =M
2
L , M
2
U,D = M
2
ν,E , M
2
U¯ ,D¯ =M
2
ν¯,E¯ .
Next we focus on the trilinear couplings. We notice that the sectors that “connect”
and have non-vnishing tree level Yukawa couplings are [A1B1, B1C2, C2A1]. Thus
only the two generations of right handed quarks (leptons) in the A1C2 sector couple
and the other two generations of right handed quarks (leptons) in the sector A1B2
do not couple with the left handed quarks (leptons) and the Higgs. Consequently
only two generations of quarks (leptons) can gain mass by the Higgs phenomenon
in this model. In the sector where the quark (lepton) mass growth can occur the
trilinear couplings are
A0[A1B1C2] = A
0
[qLHUU ]
= A0[qLHDD] = A
0
[LHDE]
= A0 ,
and using the analysis of section 4.1 one has
A0 = −ce
−ρ+D
2√
f
cos(θ)(Θt2e
−iγt2 +Θu2e
−iγu2 ) .
So for instance, a purely dilaton dominated scenario with θ = π/2 would not have
any soft trilinear couplings in this model.
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